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Abstrat
The deadal variability of El Niño / Southern Osillation (ENSO) is investigated in the pre-
industrial ontrol run of the GFDL-ESM2M fully oupled limate model. Overall, the limate
model has quite a realisti representation of relevant ENSO properties: the probability distri-
bution of Niño3.4 sea surfae temperature (SST) anomalies is positively skewed, the highest
equatorial Pai SST variability is observed in boreal winter with the orresponding derease
in variability during spring, and the deadal limate variability shows a shift of the ENSO
spatial pattern. Nevertheless, ompared to the ERA-20C reanalysis produt, the model shows
problems most limate models have: the anomalous old equatorial Pai SST with the largest
bias loated on the eastern side, strong easterly winds over the western equatorial region, the
rising branh of the Walker Cirulation loated too far west and the too strong subsidene
regime east of the date line.
Two main periods of about 60 years with high and low ENSO amplitudes are observed, ran-
ging between 1.5
◦
C and 0.7
◦
C. Here it is shown, that the High and Low epohs have remarkably
dierent mean states, whih an explain the dierenes in simulated ENSO amplitudes. The
High epoh is haraterized by a weaker zonal equatorial SST gradient and a warmer Niño3
SST. The less intense Walker Cirulation redues the subsidene branh, and the negative
shortwave (SW) feedbak during El Niño events is extended over the Niño3 domain. The
stronger onvetive response over the eastern equatorial Pai enhanes the SST variability,
inreasing onsiderably during boreal winter, and the strong non-linearities in atmospheri
feedbaks are kiked forming strong East Pai-like (EP) El Niño events. Hene, the ENSO
asymmetry is remarkably inremented.
During the Low epoh, the zonal equatorial SST gradient is inreased with ooler Niño3
SST. The Walker Cirulation is intensied and the subsidene branh over the Niño3 region
is strengthened. The Niño3 domain also oinides with the redution of the negative SW
feedbak during El Niño events, as well as the inapability of the atmospheri regime to turn
into a onvetive state, when SST anomalies are turned positive. In addition, the Niño3.4
SST variability and the wind feedbak are onsiderably dereased during boreal winter. There
are indiations that the redued SST variability of the Low epoh is aused by the too strong
subsidene branh over the Niño3 region, whih restrits the seasonal southward migration of
the Intertropial Convergene Zone (ITCZ), and hampers the evolution of strong EP El Niño
events. However, the onvetive response is maintained over the western equatorial Pai,
outside of the strongest mean subsidene region, as shown by the highest negative SW feedbak.
Therefore, during this time period the frequeny of Central Pai-like (CP) El Niño events
is inreased, shifting the ENSO spatial pattern, and reduing SST variability in lak of strong
EP El Niños. Correspondingly, the non-linearities between the positive and negative phases of
ENSO are redued, diminishing the ENSO asymmetry. In summary, these results show how
important the mean state is for the ENSO amplitude and asymmetry.
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Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit wurde die dekadishe Variabilität von El Niño / Southern Osillation (ENSO)
mithilfe eines vorindustriellen Kontrolllaufs des gekoppelten GFDL-ESM2M Klimamodells unt-
ersuht.Insgesamt simuliert das Klimamodell die relevanten ENSO-Eigenshaften realistish:
die Meeresoberähentemperatur (SST) in der Niño3.4-Region hat eine positive Skewness, die
maximale SST-Variabilität des äquatorialen Paziks ist während des borealen Winters, das
Minimums im Frühling, und in der dekadishen Klimavariabilität zeigt es eine Verlagerung
des räumlihen ENSO-Musters zwishen östlihem und zentralem äquatorialen Pazik. Nihts-
destotrotz weist das Modell im Vergleih zur ERA-20C Reanalyse Probleme auf, die viele
Klimamodelle haben: ungewöhnlih kalte SSTs im östlihen äquatorialen Pazik, zu starke
Ostwinde über der westlihen Äquatorregion, ein zu weit im Westen liegender aufsteigender
Ast der Walker Zirkulation, und ein zu starker, absinkender Ast im östlihen Pazik.
Es wurden zwei Zeiträume von jeweils 60 Jahren mit hohr und niedriger ENSO-Amplituden
identiziert, die ungefähr bei 1.5C und 0.7C liegen. Die Epohen hoher und niedriger ENSO-
Amplitud weisen bemerkenswerte Untershiede im mittleren Zustand auf, die erklären kön-
nen, warum die ENSO-Amplitud so untershiedlih simuliert weird. Die Epohe hoher ENSO-
Amplitude ist durh einen verringerten zonalen SST-Gradienten entlang des Äquators und
wärmere SSTs in der Niño3-Region harakterisiert. Die Walker-Zirkulation ist shwäher,
wodurh vor allem der absinkende Ast shwäher ist und das Feedbak der kurzwelligen Ein-
strahlung sih auf die Niño3-Region ausweitet. Die stärkere Konvektion über dem äquatorialen
Pazik im Osten verstärkt die SST Variabilität, insbesondere während des borealen Winters,
und die atmosphärishen Feedbaks weisen stark Nihtlinearitäten auf, sodass sih starke East
Pai (EP) El Niño-Ereignisse ausbilden. Entsprehend ist die Asymmetrie zwishen den
ENSO Phasen deutlih verstärkt.
Während der Epohe niedriger ENSO-Amplitude dagegen ist der zonale SST-Gradient ent-
lang des Äquators verstärkt und weist eine kältere SST in der Niño3-Region auf. Die At-
mosphäre reagiert darauf mit einer Intensivierung der Walker-Zirkulation, insbesondere des
absinkenden Astes über der Niño3-Region. In dieser Region ist während El Niño-Ereignissen
das negativ kurzwellige Strahlungsfeedbak shwäher, und die vertikalen Wind in 500 hPa
Höhe reagieren shwäher auf SST-Anomalien, Dies hat zur Folge, dass die Atmosphäre keinen
konvektiven Zustand erreihen kann, wenn SST-Anomalien positiv werden. Hinzu kommt, dass
die Variabilität der SSTs in der Niño3.4-Region sowie das Windfeedbak während des borealen
Winters deutlih verringert sind. Es gibt Anhaltspunkte, dass die reduzierte Variabilität der
SST während der Epohe niedriger ENSO-Amplitude durh einen übermäÿig starken sinkenden
Zweig der Walker-Zirkulation über der Niño3-Region verursaht wird, wodurh die saisonale
südwärtige Migration der Innertropishen Konvergenzzone eingeshränkt wird, was wiederum
die Ausbildung starker EP El Niño-Ereignisse behindert. Nihtsdestotrotz wird ein konvektiver
Zustand der Atmosphäre über dem äquatorialen Pazik imWesten auÿerhalb der Region mit der
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stärksten Luftmassenabsenkung erreiht, erkennbar am stärksten kurzwelligen Strahlungsfeed-
bak. Aus diesem Grund kommen während der Epohe niedriger ENSO-Amplitude Central-
Pai (CP) EL Niño-Ereignisse wesentlih häuger vor, was das ENSO-Muster in den zen-
tralen Pazik vershiebt und die höhste Variabilität der SST aus Mangel an starken EP El
Niño- Ereignissen verringert. Damit zusammenhängend sind die Nihtlinearität zwishen der
positiven und der negativen ENSO-Phase reduziert, sodass die Asymmetrie von ENSO gering
ist. Zusammenfassend zeigen diese Ergebnisse, wie wihtig der mittlere Zustand für ENSO-
Amplitude und ENSO-Asymmetrie ist.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Overview and motivation
It is an obvious fat that our human ivilization depends on the limate onditions. Although
the soietal, tehnologial and eonomial systems have strongly developed in some ountries,
insulating against the impats of limate variability, many other developing and underdeveloped
ountries fae serious vulnerabilities related to a hanging limate (Handmer et al., 1999). In
fat, while temperate ountries have onverged towards high levels of inome assisted by their
limate, tropial ountries inome per apita is saled in muh lower values (Masters and
MMillan, 2001). The inapability of underdeveloped ountries to mitigate limate hazards
ould result in large sale migrations and onsequent violent onits, aeting the apparently
safe developed ountries (Reuveny , 2007). Hene, the study of limate variability should be
highly demanded by both the apparently insulated and vulnerable soieties.
In order to understand and predit global limate variations, the tropial Pai region
plays a key role (Wittenberg et al., 2006). Beause of its large geographial extension and heavy
preipitation, the variability of the tropial Pai limate diretly and indiretly aets the
weather, eosystems, agriulture and human population worldwide (Diaz and Markgraf , 2000;
Hsu and Moura, 2001; Wittenberg et al., 2006). As a solid example, the El Niño / Southern
Osillation (ENSO) is onsidered to be the most dominant interannual limate utuation.
ENSO an generally be addressed by old (La Niña) and warm (El Niño) events, whih
aet the eastern-entral equatorial Pai sea surfae temperatures (SST) with negative and
positive anomalies respetively (Philander , 1985). The ENSO phenomenon ontains an irre-
gular periodiity ranging from 2 to 7 years, restriting the highest SST variability to the boreal
winter (Rasmusson and Carpenter , 1982; Bellenger et al., 2014). Its eets are felt globally via
atmospheri teleonnetions (Trenberth et al., 1998; Alexander et al., 2002). The 1997-98 El
Niño event in partiular aused billions of dollars in damages and thousand of lives to be lost
(Kerr , 1999; Mphaden, 1999).
ENSO has suered interdeadal modulations in the past, varying its behavior inluding
the frequeny, amplitude and spatial pattern (Fedorov and Philander , 2000; Yeh and Kirtman,
2005; Sun and Yu, 2009; MPhaden et al., 2011). In fat, aptured by the paleoreords we know
that the positive and negative phases of ENSO have been exited for at least the last 10
5
years
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and its variability is believed to have hanged onsiderably during the Holoene (Cole, 2001;
Tudhope et al., 2001; Koutavas et al., 2006; Cobb et al., 2013; MGregor et al., 2013). Similarly,
in the reent past we have been able to observe a deadal shift of the ENSO harateristis.
For instane, a interdeadal shift of the late 1970s lengthened the ENSO period from 2-4 years
to 4-6 years when omparing the time periods 1962-1975 and 1980-1993 (An and Wang , 2000).
Nevertheless, due to the short observational reords of tropial Pai limate variability,
long unfored simulations of oupled General Cirulation Models (GCM) are neessary in order
to investigate the natural variability of ENSO on deadal and longer timesales (Wittenberg ,
2009; Russon et al., 2014). For instane, the GFDL CM2.1 pre-industrial ontrol run has gained
the attention of many authors, showing large unfored multi-deadal ENSO variability hanges
(Wittenberg , 2009; Kug et al., 2010; Wittenberg , 2015). The main downside of the dependene
on oupled GCMs is that ENSO representation suers from biases in the mean state as well as
in the ENSO dynamis.
Although oupled GCMs have improved some of the ENSO harateristis from the CMIP3
to the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble reduing by a fator of two the diversity of the ENSO
amplitude, the wind (U10) feedbak and shortwave (SW) feedbak are generally underestimated
(Bellenger et al., 2014). Hene, the apparent improvements of the ENSO amplitude result from
the error ompensation of ENSO atmospheri feedbaks (Bayr et al., 2018). In addition, the
main soure of unrealisti atmospheri feedbaks and hene the ENSO representation has been
attributed to the tropial Pai mean state biases (Dommenget et al., 2014), whih we must
take into onsideration.
The bakground tropial Pai mean state and ENSO harateristi are in fat losely
linked, also in deadal timesales. Whether the hanges in the bakground limatology aet
the deadal variability of ENSO or the hanges in ENSO harateristis aet the mean state
ontinues to be ontroversial. Studies using model experiments have proved that the ENSO
amplitude is sensitive to the mean thermoline depth (Zebiak and Cane, 1987; Latif et al., 1993),
to the thermoline tilt (Hu et al., 2013), and to the mean zonal SST gradient (Knutson et al.,
1997). On the other hand, the interdeadal shift of the ENSO asymmetry and spatial pattern
an lead to the modiation of the limatologial state of the tropial Pai as a residual of
the ENSO yle (Ogata et al., 2013). Furthermore, the non-linearities of atmospheri feedbaks
are believed to play a entral role in mean state hanges and the deadal ENSO amplitude
modulation (Atwood et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2017).
The present study investigates the natural deadal variability of the main ENSO harate-
ristis using a 500 year pre-industrial ontrol run from the fully oupled GFDL-ESM2M limate
model. After exploring the mean state and ENSO biases, the fous is set on the relation between
the deadal shift of the ENSO statistis and the bakground limatology. In addition, speial
attention has been given to the non-linear behavior of the atmospheri feedbaks during epohs
of high and low ENSO amplitudes.
Throughout this work we would like to address the following questions: How well does the
model simulate ENSO events? Is there any deadal ENSO variability in the unfored ontrol
run? And if so, what is its relationship to the bakground mean state?
In the subsequent setions one an read the desription of the tropial Pai mean state
and ENSO. Chapter 2 ontains the data and methodology used to obtain the results shown in
Chapter 3. Finally, the summary, disussion and main ndings are onluded in Chapter 4.
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1.2 Tropial Pai mean state
The atmospheri irulation is generally fored by the inoming solar radiation and reshaped by
the Earth's rotation. The dierene in latitude of the inoming solar radiation is ompensated
by a set of dierent irulation ells. In the tropis, the zonally averaged meridional irulation
between 30
◦
N - 30
◦
S is alled the Hadley Cell (Quan et al., 2004). The Hadley Cell has a pair
of ellular patterns asending near the equator and desending over the subtropial area, whih
produes a poleward mass transport in the upper troposphere and equatorward in the lower
troposphere (Bjerknes, 1966). Due to the Earth's rotation, and hene the oriolis eet, the
equatorward ow is redireted west forming the easterlies, or more ommonly named, the trade
winds (National Oeani and Atmospheri Administration, 2018).
Sine the tropial urrents respond to the wind system (Wyrtki , 1974), the equatorial east-
erly winds advet the tropial Pai Oean's surfae westward, piling up the waters on the
western equatorial setion and ausing a thermoline tilt and a zonal SST gradient (Philander ,
1981). The result leads to a haraterization of the western Pai equatorial region by a warm
pool (i.e. the Western Pai Warm Pool), whose eastward advetion is restrited by the trade
winds, and a deep thermoline. On the other hand, the eastern side, enhaned by a shallow
thermoline and an upwelling systems fored by the Ekman upwelling, ontains relatively old
waters forming a old tongue (Jin, 1996). Therefore, although the equatorial inoming solar
radiation is zonally uniform, the oean-atmospheri proesses lead to a produt whih is zonally
asymmetri (Figure 1.1).
The zonal asymmetry of the equatorial Pai is diretly related to the seond ell, generally
known as the Walker Cirulation (Figure 1.1). Similarly to the Hadley Cell it is a thermally
diret irulation, onstituted by rising motion over the warm western Pai and sinking over
the old waters of the eastern Pai. Its zonal ow is desribed by the westerly winds in
the upper troposphere and the low level winds blowing from the east as part of the trade
winds (Bjerknes, 1969). The prevailing subsidene over the eastern equatorial Pai limits
the formation of deep louds and preipitation. Therefore, the mentioned area is observed
as a highly stable, high pressure zone. In ontrast, unstable atmopsheri onditions with
deep onvetive louds and heavy preipitation are the main harateristis of the western low
pressure region (Lau K.; Yang S., 2002).
The ollision of the trade winds produes the Intertropial Convergene Zone (ITCZ), a
narrow band of rising air and intense preipitation. The soure of preipitation is the moisture
onvergene brought on by the northern and southern hemisphere trade winds towards the
equator (Byrne et al., 2018). As a rst-order approximation, its annual mean positioning
follows the warm SST and we ould highlight three main regions: a few degrees north of the
equator and hene north of the equatorial old tongue at the entral-eastern Pai, over the
western Pai warm pool, and over the south western Pai region, mainly known as South
Pai Convergene Zone (Yu and Zhang , 2018).
Nevertheless, the positioning of the ITCZ is not onstant during the year. It follows the
seasonal solar yle, displaing its position south during boreal winter and north during boreal
summer (Byrne et al., 2018). Related to the southward displaement of the ITCZ, the equatorial
easterly winds are relaxed and the the eastern equatorial Pai SST are inremented during
boreal winter (Kessler et al., 1998).
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Figure 1.1: Shemati representation of the tropial Pai's oeani and atmospheri mean states.
Red and blue shading orrespond to warm and old SSTs, respetively. The Walker Cirulation is
represented by the blak dashed line, the diretion pointed out by the blak arrows. The white arrows
show the equatorial easterly winds, the blue arrow the upwelling system and the solid red line the
depth of the thermoline. Soure: Collins et al. (2010)
1.3 El Niño / Southern Osillation (ENSO)
The El Niño Southern Osillation is a naturally ourring limate variability in the tropial
Pai that warms (ools) the entral-east equatorial region during El Niño (La Niña) events
with a frequeny of 2 to 7 years (Bellenger et al., 2014; Capotondi et al., 2015). The atmospheri
manifestation of the anomalous SST warming and ooling onditions is the large-sale east-west
sea level pressure seesaw named the Southern Osillation (MPhaden et al., 2006).
A traditional view of an El Niño event starts with the tropial weather noise in boreal
spring, that is, with a set of westerly wind events. It triggers a downwelling oeani Kelvin
wave, deepens the thermoline, redues the upwelling of the old subsurfae waters in the
eastern equatorial Pai and hene, warms the entral-eastern Pai region (Timmermann
et al., 2018). In autumn, the anomalous warm SST displaes the upward branh of the Walker
Cirulation eastward from the Western Pai Warm Pool, leading to the growth of ENSO
(Philander , 1983). The result is a weakening of the trade winds along the equator as the pressure
falls in the eastern Pai and rises in the west. The onseutive eastward transport of the
west Pai warm waters ensues further positive SST anomalies (MPhaden et al., 2006). The
peak of the ENSO event ours during boreal winter, oiniding with the seasonal southward
displaement of the ITCZ (Philander , 1981). The warm waters assoiated with an El Niño
event an be disharged by oean dynamis into o-equatorial regions or by air-sea heat uxes,
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terminating the positive phase of ENSO and sometimes leading to the transition to a La Niña
state (Bellenger et al., 2014; Timmermann et al., 2018).
In general, La Niña events ould be desribed as the opposite phase of El Niño, in whih the
entral-eastern Pai obtains negative SST anomalies and the trade winds and the thermoline
tilt are further inreased. The result is an intensiation of the Walker Cirulation, with an
inrease of onvetion (subsidene) over the western (eastern-entral) Pai (Philander , 1985).
The shemati representation of El Niño and La Niña events is shown in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: El Niño and La Niña onditions: during an El Niño (La Niña) event the thermoline is
attened (tilted), deepening (shoaling) in the east equatorial Pai, warming (ooling) the
entral-eastern regions, displaing the upper branh of the Walker Cirulation eastward (westward)
and weakening (strengthening) the trade winds. Soure: National Oeani and Atmospheri
Administration (2019)
Although we have already explained the evolution and harateristis of the ENSO phases
in broad terms, we must realize that eah event is singular and no two events are alike (Tim-
mermann et al., 2018). ENSO events an dier in amplitude, temporal evolution and spatial
pattern, resulting in a high diversity of episodes with dierent dynamis (Capotondi et al.,
2015). In order to dene a lassiation and luster the large diversity of ENSO events, a
dierentiation between the East Pai (EP) or anonial and Central Pai (CP) or Modoki
events has been made (Trenberth and Stepaniak , 2001; Larkin and Harrison, 2005; Ashok et al.,
2007; Li et al., 2010; Kim and Yu, 2012). EP El Niño events, having their positive SST anoma-
lies loated next to the Amerian ontinent, tend to be of higher intensity than the CP events
with their anomalous SST visible over the entral equatorial Pai. In ontrast, CP La Niña
events are usually of larger amplitude than EP La Niña events (Capotondi et al., 2015). In
Figure 1.3 the SST pattern for both types of El Niño and La Niña events is visible.
Multiple indies have been dened with the objetive to apture spatially varying ENSO
events. In the next subsetions we will introdue the dierent ENSO domains that have been
used, and explain some of the metris that are generally applied for ENSO researh. Finally,
we will explain the fundamental feedbaks that exist within the interation between the oean
and the atmosphere, ruial for the large SST anomaly osillations.
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Figure 1.3: Spatial pattern of the sea surfae temperature anomalies (SSTA) for spei warm and
old events: a) East Pai (EP) El Niño event during 1997-1998, b) East Pai (EP) La Niña event
during 2007-2008, ) Central Pai (CP) El Niño event during 2004-2005 and d) Central Pai (CP)
La Niña event during 1988-1989. Soure: Capotondi et al. (2015)
1.3.1 ENSO domains
Several indies based on SST anomalies averaged over spei domains have been employed to
desribe and monitor the SST anomalies as part of the ENSO phenomenon. Those domains
where initially loated over four "Niño" regions by the Climate Analysis Center in the early
1980s (Bamston et al., 1997): Niño1 (90
◦
W eastward, 5
◦
S- 10
◦
S), Niño2 (90
◦
W eastward, 0
◦
-
5
◦
S), Niño3 (150
◦
W - 90
◦
W, 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S) and Niño4 (160
◦
E - 150
◦
W, 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S). However, sine
the Niño3 region is not apable to detet the signal of the CP El Niño events very well (Hanley
et al., 2003; Li et al., 2010), a new domain was needed: the Niño3.4 region (170
◦
W - 120
◦
W
and 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S).
Figure 1.4: Niño index regions: Niño1+2 in red (90
◦
W - 80
◦
W, 0
◦
- 10
◦
S), Niño3 in blue (150
◦
W -
90
◦
W, 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S), Niño3.4 (170
◦
W - 120
◦
W, 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S) dotted and Niño4 (160
◦
E - 150
◦
W, 5
◦
N -
5
◦
S) in green. Soure: Trenberth (2019)
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The updated Niño domains (Trenberth, 2019), as shown in Figure 1.4, are listed in the
following:
• Niño1+2: The smallest and easternmost of all Niño regions is a ombination of initially
dierentiated Niño1 and Niño2 domains. It orresponds to the South Amerian oastline,
a region in whih ENSO was reognized for the rst time. It extends from 90
◦
W - 80
◦
W
and 0
◦
- 10
◦
S.
• Niño3: The most frequently used geographial loation for ENSO monitoring and re-
searhing in the past. However, when the omplexity of ENSO ame to light, it was
disovered that CP ENSO events are not well aptured by the Niño3 region. It extends
from 150
◦
W - 90
◦
W and 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S.
• Niño3.4: The most sensitive and representative domain to dierent ENSO event avors.
It is apable of apturing the signal of both EP and CP ENSO events. It extends from
170
◦
W - 120
◦
W and 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S.
• Niño4: The westernmost Niño domain. It aptures the SST anomalies in the entral
equatorial Pai, and extends from 160
◦
E - 150
◦
W and 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S.
1.3.2 ENSO metris
Although ENSO is haraterized by interannual tropial Pai SST anomaly utuations, with
warm El Niño and old La Niña events, the diversity of the intensity, SST anomaly pattern and
temporal evolution of individual episodes leave the produt of a high omplexity phenomenon
(Timmermann et al., 2018). Furthermore, ENSO harateristis suer great modiations on
deadal timesales, altering the ENSO regime (An and Wang , 2000; Trenberth and Stepaniak ,
2001; MPhaden et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2013, 2017). In the present subsetion we will introdue
some of the ommonly used ENSO metris to understand the time evolution of the mentioned
diversity.
In the reent years we have been able to observe a shift in the ENSO regime: ompared with
the time period of 2000-2011, tropial Pai interannual variability was onsiderably higher
during 1979-1999 (Hu et al., 2013). The inrease in variability is observed as larger utuations
from the mean state, that is, pronouned osillations with a larger amplitude, whih an be
alulated with the standard deviation of a spei variable over a time period (Bellenger et al.,
2014; Kim et al., 2014; Wengel et al., 2017). Similarly, beause the ENSO events are referred to
as SST anomalies, the ENSO amplitude must be understood as the intensity of SST variations
during a spei time frame.
Nevertheless, due to the non-linear behavior of ENSO, its positive and negative phases are
not symmetri: the amplitude of El Niño events are larger in omparison to La Niña (Tim-
mermann et al., 2018). Hene, the ENSO asymmetry, ommonly omputed as the skewness,
expresses the dierene between El Niño and La Niña event amplitude (Timmermann et al.,
2018).
Temporal hange of the ENSO asymmetry is losely linked to the SST anomaly pattern:
EP El Niño events tend to be stronger than CP El Niño episodes, while EP La Niña events are
mostly weaker than CP ones (Capotondi et al., 2015). The SST anomaly pattern gives us the
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information about the geographial loation of the most anomalous SST, and hene, about the
ourrene of EP or CP events.
The last metri is related to the lose relation between the seasonal yle and ENSO events.
As desribed at the beginning of this hapter, the strongest seasonal equatorial Pai SST
variability is restrited to the boreal winter months, being the season during whih the ENSO
events tend to peak. The onsequene is that the El Niño events will grow during the boreal
summer and autumn due to the inrease in oean-atmospheri oupling (Zebiak and Cane, 1987;
Wengel et al., 2017) and the SST anomalies will be damped during boreal spring, aompanied
by the shoaling of the eastern equatorial thermoline (Harrison and Vehi , 1999). The spei
favorable season for the ENSO event ourrene is what we all the ENSO phase loking.
1.3.3 Atmospheri feedbaks
As we have seen, oean-atmosphere oupling and onsequent proesses lead to ENSO events. In
addition, the ENSO diversity partly arises from positive and negative oupled atmosphere-oean
feedbaks (Jin et al., 2006). Thus, the present subsetion will be dediated to the introdution
of the most fundamental interations between the oean and the atmosphere.
A positive (negative) feedbak involves a set of dierent proesses that enhane (damp) an
initial perturbation. Present theories use two feedbaks to desribe the atmospheri proesses
that are involved in ENSO: the wind (U10) feedbak and the net heat ux (NHFS) feedbak
(Zebiak and Cane, 1987; Jin et al., 2006).
The Bjerknes feedbak is the most dominant positive feedbak: the zonal SST gradient
generated by the easterly winds is in fat inreased by stronger trade winds, whih in return
will intensify the Walker Cirulation, produing a hain reation. The U10 feedbak, the
atmospheri omponent of the Bjerknes feedbak, relates the remote zonal wind sensitivity to a
given entral-eastern equatorial Pai anomalous SST and it is responsible for the generation
of ENSO events (Bjerknes, 1969; Lin, 2007; Lloyd et al., 2012). As an example, if the zonal
winds are redued as a response of a weaker equatorial SST gradient, the equatorial Kelvin wave
generated by the wind perturbation will deepen the thermoline, enhaning further heating of
the entral-east SST and strengthening the initial redution of the zonal winds.
On the other hand, a negative NHFS feedbak ats as a damping on the inremented SST
anomalies and therefore terminates ENSO events (Zebiak and Cane, 1987; Jin et al., 2006).
In addition, the negative NHFS feedbak an be deomposed into four individual omponents
(shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, sensible and latent heat uxes), of whih the latent
heat ux (LHFS) and the shortwave (SW) feedbak dominate (Lloyd et al., 2009). Following the
previous example, an inrement of the SST over the entral-eastern equatorial Pai will be
followed by a thermal damping, that is, by an inrement of the NHFS towards the atmosphere.
Furthermore, if strong positive SST anomalies swith the onvetive response of the atmosphere,
the inrement of the total loud over will redue the inoming SW radiation, reinforing the
damping of the perturbed SST and ending the ENSO event.
Nevertheless, the SW radiation an also at as a positive feedbak when the SST anomalies
obtain negative values, that is, during La Niña events. In a subsidene state, when the SSTs are
inremented, the destabilization of the atmospheri boundary layer prevents the formation of
stratiform boundary layer louds. The result is an inrement of the inoming SW radiation and
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an enhanement of the initial perturbed SST (Philander et al., 1996; Xie, 2004). Hene, the
study of the SW feedbak is not only relevant for the ENSO phase loking or the ENSO event
termination, but also gives relevant information about the apability of the model to simulate
the atmospheri swith from subsidene (positive SW feedbak) to onvetive (negative SW
feedbak) state (Bellenger et al., 2014).
Chapter 2
Data and Methodology
In this hapter we will introdue the data and the methodology used in the present thesis.
2.1 Data
2.1.1 GFDL-ESM2M
The ore of the present thesis will study a 500 year-long pre-industrial ontrol run simulated
by the oupled arbon-limate Earth System Model from the Geophysial Fluid Dynamis
Laboratory GFDL-ESM2M. The monthly data used is available on the Coupled Model Inter-
omparison Projet Phase 5 (CMIP5) panel and the omplete model desription an be read
in Dunne et al. (2012) and Dunne et al. (2013).
Within the CMIP5 model ensemble the pre-industrial ontrol run, often abbreviated as
piControl, is referred to as the initial stage of the long model simulations, a ontinuation of the
spin-up proess, in whih the foring of greenhouse gases (CO2) is maintained to pre-industrial
times. Therefore, the unfored simulation will provide us with information about the natural
variability of the system (European Network for Earth System Modelling , 2019).
The Earth System Models (ESMs) inorporate the interations between the atmosphere,
oean, land, ie and biosphere, inluding proesses, impats and omplete feedbak yles
(Heavens and Mahowald , 2013). The GFDL-ESM2M model has been developed from the
previous Climate Model version 2.1 (GFDL-CM2.1), inorporating arbon dynamis. The new
GFDL generation onsists of two new global oupled arbon-limate ESMs, the present ESM2M
and the ESM2G, diering exlusively in the oean omponent. Although neither model has
better generi simulation skills, the ESM2M model is advised to be used for the tropial Pai
irulation and variability researh (Dunne et al., 2013).
A set of variables is used along the researh. Besides the sea surfae temperature (SST),
neessary for the ENSO analysis, the subsurfae temperatures (T), surfae zonal winds (U10),
vertial winds at 500 hPa height (W500), preipitation (PR), total loud over (CLT) and net
surfae heat uxes (NHFS) are inorporated in our study in order to analyze the atmospheri
state and response. The NHFS's dominant omponents are also applied: the latent heat ux
(LHFS) and the shortwave (SW) radiation.
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A brief desription of the dierent GFDL-ESM2M omponents and their oupling is pro-
vided next:
a. Atmosphere
The atmospheri omponent is idential to its predeessor CM2.1, the Atmospheri Model
version 2 (AM2). It has a 2
◦
latitudinal x 2.5
◦
longitudinal horizontal resolution with 24 vertial
layers. The grid sheme used is the D grid, with 3 hours radiation and 0.5 hour dynamial time
steps.
b. Oean
The oean model applied is the Modular Oean Model version 4p1 (MOM4p1) set to vertial
pressure layers. The horizontal grid resolution of 1
◦
in latitude and longitude is progressively
ner reahing 1/3◦at the equator. Above 65◦N, a tripolar grid is used with poles over Eurasia,
North Ameria and Antartia. In this ase, the model onsists of 50 vertial levels, with 10 m
thikness in the rst 220 m.
. Land
Integrating the land water, energy, and arbon yles, the Land Model version 3 (LM3.0) is
applied. The land water aounts for a multilayer snowpak, ontinuous vertial soil water with
saturated and unsaturated zones, frozen soil water, groundwater disharge, river runo, lakes
as well as lake ie and lake snowpak. Vegetation anopy and leaves are onsidered for the
radiation, the water yle and arbon dynamis.
d. Sea Ie
The sea ie model, Sea Ie Simulator (SIS), onsiders full ie dynamis, two ie layer and one
snow layer thermodynamis, and ve ie thikness division. The ie albedo dierentiates, when
the snow on ie is onsidered (0.80) and without snow (0.65), and the melting temperature is
set to 1
◦
C.
d. Iebergs
The origin of iebergs is aounted for, when the snow depth of LM3.0 exeeds a ritial value.
Then, the exessive snow pak is transported to the oean-sea ie ompartments by rivers as a
Lagrangian partiles dragged by the oean, sea ie and atmosphere.
e. Coupling
For the oupling of the Earth System Model's omponents the Flexible Modeling System (FMS)
has been employed. The uxes are passed aross the omponent's interfaes by the exhanging
grid system. The oupling between the atmosphere, land and sea ie radiation is set to our
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every 0.5 hour, while the traer-oupling between the oean and the atmosphere ours every
2 hours.
2.1.2 ERA-20C
The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Foreast (ECMWF) twentieth entury re-
analysis produt (ERA-20C) ontains global atmospheri data between the period of 1900-2010.
It is the rst ECMWF reanalysis preisely onstruted for long term limate analysis. Hene,
it will be our referene tool to keep trak of the GFDL-ESM2M model realism.
The Integrated Foreast System version Cy38r1 (IFS-y38r1), whih inorporates an atmos-
pheri general irulation model (AGCM) and a variational sheme, allows a medium range
foreast. IFS ould be dened as the environment, where the data assimilation and foreasting
ativities performed at ECMWF meet. The foreast assimilation is set to 24 hour yles, from
whih the analysis is obtained for eah yle by ombining observations with the model foreast
estimates, initialized from the previous yle analysis.
The model integrations are based on a spetral T159 horizontal resolution, the equivalent
of about 125 km, and 91 vertial levels from 10 m above the surfae up to 1 Pa, that is,
80 km approximately. The presribed model foring, sea surfae temperature and sea ie
onentration, are obtained from HadISST version 2.1.0.0. The solar radiation, tropospheri
and stratospheri aerosols, ozone and greenhouse gases foring soures on the other hand are
as speied for CMIP5 experiment. The observations enompasses the atmospheri surfae
pressure data from the International Surfae Pressure Databank version 3.2.6 (ISPD-3.2.6) and
the International Comprehensive Oean-Atmosphere Data Set version 2.5.1 (ICOADS-2.5.1).
A seond observational input are the marine wind reports from ICOADS.
An exhaustive quality ontrol has been applied to the observations, rejeting the data in
the next ases: the data at exatly 0
◦
latitude and 0
◦
longitude exept for a PIRATA mooring
array buoy loated at that loation; observations of wind in spei loations suh as near the
oastlines or seas surrounded by mountains, beause of the oarse model resolution; ICOADS
oean-proling instrument data; station and ship observations are not rejeted, but avoided if
there are at least three observations with a onstant 5-day window; data that exeeds more than
7 times the expeted value extrated from the model ensemble. The aepted observational
surfae pressure data goes from 30000 to 3.6 million between 1900 - 2010.
Dierent tehniques and indies have been used to demonstrate the reliability of the reana-
lysis produt. For instane, the variability of the Niño3.4 index shows similar behavior when
omparing the ERA-20C to other reanalysis produts: Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55),
20
th
Century Reanalysis version 2 (20CRv2) and ERA-Interim. Although all the reanalysis
produts ontain presribed SSTs, the input soure is dierent for eah of the mentioned re-
analysis outputs. Nevertheless, some of the early 20
th
entury ENSO events are exaggerated
in magnitude. In fat in omparison to 20CRv2, the ERA-20C diers greater before 1940 than
after. For more detailed information related to the reanalysis produt one should look into
Hersbah et al. (2013) and Poli et al. (2016).
Due to the fairly realisti ENSO amplitude and relatively long time-period, whih allows
us to study the limate variability, the ERA-20C has been hosen to be our referene and
omparison to the results obtained with the GFDL-ESM2M limate model. The monthly
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sea surfae temperatures (SST), surfae zonal winds (U10), vertial winds at 500 hPa height
(W500), preipitation (PR), total loud over (CLT), net surfae heat ux (NHFS), latent heat
ux (LHFS) and shortwave radiation (SW) are extrated from the ECMWF website.
2.2 Methodology
2.2.1 Model mean state bias
Before starting with any ENSO analysis, the mean model biases are analyzed for the tropial
Pai region relative to ERA-20C reanalysis produt. The tropial Pai region has been
onned to 20
◦
N - 20
◦
S and east of 120
◦
E reahing the entral-south Amerian ontinent. The
main relevant mean state biases shown by multiple limate models are known to be expressed in
the SST and U10, representing an anomalous Walker Cirulation intensity and loation (Davey
et al., 2002; Dommenget et al., 2014; Bayr et al., 2018).
First of all, the mean state of the dened tropial Pai region was alulated and ompared
for the SST and U10 variables. For the mean SST omparison, instead of using absolute values,
we have obtained the relative values after subtrating the tropial Pai area mean value. The
reasons to use the relative SST, as explained in Bayr et al. (2018), are mainly two: rst, the
omparison is more easily aomplished between two limates with dierent mean temperatures,
and seond, the dependene of tropial atmospheri irulation is higher on relative values than
on absolute ones. Nevertheless, in order to relate our ndings of model bias to previous studies,
the absolute mean SST biases are omputed as well.
In addition, we have put our attention on the equatorial Pai mean state (5
◦
N - 5
◦
S)
biases, extending the analysis to W500, NHFS, CLT and PR variables in order to obtain
further information about the loation and intensity of the Walker Cirulation.
2.2.2 ENSO denition
For the ENSO harateristi analysis we have seleted the Niño3.4 region as the main study
area. Although the Niño3 has been applied by several authors (Rodgers et al., 2004;Wittenberg ,
2009; Lloyd et al., 2012; Bellenger et al., 2014; Atwood et al., 2017), the Niño3.4 box (170
◦
W
- 120
◦
W and 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S) has been dened as the most appropriate and generi one in order to
apture the spatially varying ENSO (Bamston et al., 1997). Aording to Hanley et al. (2003),
the Niño3.4 index is more sensitive to dierent avors of El Niño events than the Niño3 region.
In fat, the Niño3 index doesn't apture the signal of CP El Niño events well (Li et al. (2010)).
Hene, similarly as in Santoso et al. (2017), El Niño or La Niña events will be omputed, when
the Niño3.4 SSTAs exeed half a SST standard deviation for at least 5 onseutive months,
and in our ase the strong events are onsidered by setting a threshold of a doubled standard
deviation.
Due to the large extent of our time series and the variability of the bakground mean state,
the mean values (seasonal yle) that we use to obtain the monthly anomalies are omputed
relative to a 30 year running window. The main reason to hoose a 30 year window length is that
the World Meteorologial Organization (WMO) denes a lassial period of 30 years to study
the limate. Furthermore, sine our interest is foused on deadal timesales and the ENSO
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events tend to have a varying periodiity of ourrene between 2 and 7 years (Bellenger et al.,
2014), we need at least 30 years to aount for deadal periods of dierent ENSO behavior.
Similarly, for the rest of variable anomalies we have subtrated the seasonal mean of the 30
year running window as well. The only exeption is made for the setions in whih we study
spei time periods of the 500 year ontrol run. In those ases, sine the time period is already
restrited, the seasonal yle of the whole dened period has been omputed.
Although the Niño3.4 index is not apable of distinguishing between the two types of ENSO
events, this will be ahieved by ombining it with the Trans-Niño Index (TNI) (Trenberth and
Stepaniak , 2001). TNI aims to apture the spatially varying SSTA, separating the eastern
basin SSTA or EP events from the entral-western SSTA or CP events. The original index
omputes normalized Niño1.2 SSTA and subtrats the normalized Niño4 SSTA. Then, if the
largest anomalies are found on the east (west), TNI will obtain positive (negative) values and
the ENSO event will be dened as EP (CP). Due to the GFDL-ESM2M model bias, whih
represents the strongest SST variability anomalously away from the south Amerian ontinent
and therefore out of the Niño1.2 region, the mentioned index has to be modied (Equation
2.1). For our partiular study the eastern box have been shifted to 130
◦
W - 90
◦
W and 5
◦
N -
5
◦
S, while the western box has been transferred to 170
◦
E - 140
◦
W.
TNI = SSTAEN − SSTAWN (2.1)
SSTAEN and SSTAWN represent the eastern and western normalized SST variability, res-
petively. The standardization is ahieved by subtrating the monthly SST mean of the 30 year
running window and dividing it by the standard deviation of the same window length.
2.2.3 ENSO metris
For the ENSO representability, dierent metris have been applied and ompared to ERA-
20C. The ENSO asymmetry, that is, the dierene in amplitude between El Niño and La Niña
events, is omputed as the skewness of interannual variability of SST (Burgers and Stephenson,
1999). After omputing the Niño3.4 SSTA, the skewness of the probability density funtion
will provide us with information about the ENSO asymmetry. In addition, to nd the regions
of strongest ENSO asymmetry, the mentioned skewness has been alulated for eah tropial
Pai spatial grid point using the SSTAs and U10 anomalies (U10A) (Atwood et al., 2017).
The seasonal dependene on the SST variability, also alled the ENSO phase loking, is the
seond metri. The SST variability is inreased during the months of boreal autumn, peaks in
winter and is onsiderably dereased during spring (Rasmusson and Carpenter , 1982). To prove
the reliability of the GFDL-ESM2M's ENSO phase loking, we have omputed the standard
deviation of Niño3.4 SST for eah month. Nevertheless, in order to relate the seasonal SST
variability to other Niño regions, the study of the seasonality is also extended to the whole
equatorial (5
◦
N - 5
◦
S) Pai by using the Hovmöller diagram.
The third metri orresponds to the spatial pattern of SST variability during the ENSO
events. For this purpose we have omputed the El Niño and La Niña omposites and show their
tropial Pai SSTA patterns. Independently analyzing them, we an investigate if there is any
anomaly, when representing ENSO event loation. Furthermore, ombining both omposites
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and taking into aount the ENSO asymmetry, we an investigate the plausible eets onto the
mean tropial Pai state that the residual of El Niño and La Niña events ould have.
The ENSO amplitude was deteted as in Bellenger et al. (2014), alulated as the standard
deviation of SST, but in our ase over the Niño3.4 region. Beause our main interest is foused
on the deadal variability of the ENSO amplitude, a 30 year running standard deviation has
been used to expose the long term variability. In order to ompare the deadal ENSO amplitude
with ENSO event frequeny and EP - CP ENSO avors, the 500 year time series has been
split into 30 year bins, deteting the ENSO events with the above explained tehnique and
distinguishing the EP-CP events by the modied TNI index for eah binned period of time.
Finally, the sequene of El Niño - La Niña events is analyzed by applying the Niño and Niña
omposite in the Hovmöller diagrams, extending the time evolution of SSTA over the equatorial
Pai 20 months before and after the month of Deember.
2.2.4 Atmospheri feedbaks
The mean state and variability of the tropial Pai limate is strongly determined by oupled
oean-atmosphere feedbaks (Lin, 2007). A generi lassiation of those feedbaks in the tropi-
al limate divides them, depending on their positive or negative sign. The two most ommon
feedbaks that onsider atmospheri proesses are the U10 feedbak and the NHFS feedbak
(Zebiak and Cane, 1987; Jin et al., 2006). With a positive sign, the U10 feedbak, or the
atmospheri omponent of the Bjerknes feedbak (Bjerknes, 1969), is measured as the distant
zonal wind response to an anomalous SST over the entral-eastern equatorial Pai (Lloyd
et al., 2012). The anomalous westerly (easterly) wind anomalies ause a derease (inrease)
of the zonal SST gradient by attening (tilting) the thermoline slope. In return, the weake-
ning (strengthening) of the SST gradient further damps (exites) the easterly winds, forming a
positive feedbak. Similarly, a positive SSTA over the entral-eastern tropial Pai swithes
an anomalous loal onvetion state instead of a ommonly observed subsidene. The onvetion
auses higher preipitation, whih inreases the heat by latent energy, and loud over and water
vapor whih at as radiative heating. Hene, a positive feedbak is formed. Following Lloyd
et al. (2009) the U10 feedbak is omputed as a linear relation shown in Equation 2.2, where
τ ′x represents the U10A, being a produt of the SSTA (SST
′
) and the U10 feedbak (µ).
τ ′x = µ× SST
′
(2.2)
The main negative feedbak, the proess whih damps the anomalous SSTs, is the NHFS
feedbak. The SST anomalies are responded to by thermodynami hanges: positive SSTA
will ause an inrease of heat loss, mostly by latent uxes and the redution of inoming SW
radiation by the inrease of CLT. To a lesser extent, sensible ux and long-wave radiation also
aet the exited SSTs (Lloyd et al., 2009). The NHFS feedbak omputation is visible in
the Equation 2.3. Similarly as in Equation 2.2, the negative feedbak (α) is obtained by the
relation between the NHFS anomalies (NHFSA) (Q′) and SSTA. Following the same proedure,
we have applied the same equation to the two most dominant NHFS omponents: the LHFS
and the SW radiation (Lloyd et al., 2009, 2012).
Q′ = α× SST ′ (2.3)
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First of all, the linear relation between the mentioned variable anomalies and the Niño3.4
SSTA are omputed for eah tropial Pai grid point. One we have deteted the region with
U10 and NHFS sensitivities, it will be used to alulate the temporal evolution of the feedbak.
For instane, the U10 feedbak maximum values are loated over the Niño4 area, while for the
NHFS feedbak we will ombine the Niño3 and Niño4 boxes.
2.2.5 Deadal ENSO amplitude modulation
In order to understand the possible auses and onsequenes of the deadal ENSO amplitude
variability, we have deteted and dierentiated between two time periods of high and low
ENSO amplitudes: the High and Low epohs. After setting both periods to the same temporal
length of 60 years, we have studied the mean state and variabilities of the tropial Pai
natural system for the SST, T, U10, W500, NHFS, PR and CLT. The interannual variability
has been omputed as the standard deviation, obtaining the anomalies relative to the 60 year
seasonal yle. Ogata et al. (2013) separated the studies relating the mean state and the
ENSO amplitude into two groups: the ones that look into the ENSO amplitude response when
dierent stohasti foring are applied to multiple mean states, and the seond ones examining
the interation between the mean state and the ENSO amplitude.
Our researh would t into the seond study-type: besides the mean state and interannual
variability, we have alulated the whole ENSO harateristis and linear atmospheri feed-
baks for both epohs. This will help us understand the possible eets of the ENSO metris
dierenes, like its amplitude, asymmetry and spatial pattern onto the mean state.
Furthermore, the possible auses for the ENSO deadal variability are investigated. A li-
near Pearson orrelation has been used to study the relation between the ENSO amplitude,
atmospheri feedbaks and the mean state.
Following Bellenger et al. (2014), our last but not the least important fous is set on the
non-linear expressions of the GFDL-ESM2M oupled limate model feedbaks. Our intention is
to obtain further information about the possible auses for the deadal ENSO amplitude modu-
lation. We have split the months between positive and negative Niño3.4 SSTA, for both the
High and Low epohs, and then obtain separate linear relationships with U10A to understand
the wind sensitivity to surfae temperature anomalies.
Similarly, we have applied the SW anomalies (SWA) into our non-linear analysis, whih is
known to be the main soure of ENSO error within limate models (Kim and Jin, 2011). In
observations, the SW feedbak is aptured as a positive feedbak, when SSTAs obtain negative
values. In a subsidene regime, a SST inrease will ause a destabilization of the atmospheri
boundary layer, restriting the stratiform loud formation, inreasing the SW radiation and in
turn inrease the SST. On the ontrary, when the SSTAs are positive, that is, in a onvetive
regime, the SW feedbak is turned negative. In this ase an inrease of SST will produe an
inrement of CLT, a derease of the inoming SW radiation and a redution of the perturbed
SST (Philander et al., 1996; Xie, 2004). From this analysis we will retain information about the
ability of the model to demonstrate the system's shift between onvetive/subsidene regimes.
The next non-linear variability shown in our researh is related to W500 anomalies, whih
in fat will provide further information about the ability of the system to shift from subsidene
to onvetive state. The strongest subsidene region during the Low epoh is situated over
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the Niño3 box, a domain in whih the vertial wind variability diers the most and strong EP
events our during the High epoh. Hene, the non-linear analysis in this ase will involve the
Niño3 area.
The last possible non-linear relation with the deadal ENSO amplitude has been attributed
to the mean thermoline slope. The thermoline depth is omputed as the strongest vertial
temperature gradient instead of the ommonly used 20
◦
C isotherm. The seond mentioned
approah of the thermoline is not reommended under long-term mean state hanges (Yang and
Wang , 2009). Similarly as in Hu et al. (2013) , who demonstrated that a too large or too weak
thermoline tilt dereases the ENSO amplitude forming a onave funtion, the thermoline tilt
is alulated by the dierene of the mean thermoline depth between the eastern and western
equatorial Pai. The western box is set to 160
◦
E - 170
◦
W, 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S and the eastern area
to 120
◦
W - 90
◦
W, 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S. In order to represent the deadal relationship, we have applied
a 30 year running mean to the monthly thermoline tilt data.
Chapter 3
Results
3.1 ENSO simulation skills
The GFDL-ESM2M model is known to reprodue relatively realisti ENSO dynamis and it
has been hosen as one of the best oupled limate model option within the CMIP5 group (Kim
and Jin, 2011; Bellenger et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2014; Capotondi et al., 2015). Furthermore, its
strong atmospheri feedbaks have been found to be relatively lose to the observations (Bayr
et al., 2019). In the rst hapter we will analyze some of the harateristis of the present
limate model, omparing it to the ERA-20C reanalysis produt, starting from the mean state
model bias and ontinuing with the relevant ENSO statistis and feedbaks. Both the mean
state and feedbaks are important fators to obtain good ENSO dynamis, as it has been proven
in many previous studies (Kim and Jin, 2011; Lloyd et al., 2012; Ham et al., 2013; Dommenget
et al., 2014). Therefore, this setion will be of great importane in order to understand the
behavior of the simulation obtained with the GFDL-ESM2M limate model.
3.1.1 Model bias in the mean state
Many limate models have relevant issues when simulating the realisti representation of the
tropial Pai mean state. One example is the old SST bias over the equatorial region.
The old tongue bias, as the negative bias in the mean state is alled, simulates a ontinuous
La Niña-like state: the old SST over the equatorial Pai leads to an intensiation of the
easterlies west of the Niño4 region, pushing the western Pai onvetive region westward, and
hene displaing the rising branh of the Walker Cirulation. If the rising branh is loated too
far west, the onvetive response is greatly dereased and therefore the strength of the U10 and
NHFS feedbaks is redued, ausing dierent ENSO dynamis (Davey et al., 2002; Bayr et al.,
2018).
The hosen model for this researh is not an exeption. Figure 3.1 demonstrates the die-
renes in the representation of the mean tropial Pai SST. In order to make the omparison
easier, instead of the absolute temperatures, we show the mean SST relative to the area mean
of the tropial Pai (120
◦
E-80
◦
W, 20
◦
N-20
◦
S). In addition, the distribution of the relative
SST has a larger impat on the tropial atmospheri irulation than the absolute values (Bayr
and Dommenget , 2013).
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Although the general pattern of the relative SST is similar to ERA-20C reanalysis produt
with warm temperatures on the west and old on the east, the gradient or the transition from
positive to negative relative SST is shifted 60
◦
to the west, onning the Pai Warm Pool
to the very western equatorial region, and displaing the minimum SST values away from
the South Amerian oast. Furthermore, the SST dierene between the GFDL-ESM2M and
ERA-20C (Figure 3.2a) demonstrate a negative equatorial SST bias above 1
◦
C, and a positive
bias above 3
◦
C along the South Amerian oastline. Due to the old bias the atmospheri
irulation shows an anomalous pattern: stronger easterlies over the Niño4 region and west of
Central Ameria are found, while o the oast of Peru weaker mean zonal winds are visible
(Figure 3.2b).
Figure 3.1: The mean sea surfae temperature (SST) relative to the area mean tropial Pai SST
for: a) ERA-20C, and b) GFDL-ESM2M.
Figure 3.2: Mean state model bias for a) the sea surfae temperature (SST), and b) the surfae
zonal winds (U10), obtained by the dierene between the GFDL-ESM2M model and the ERA-20C
reanalysis produt.
Figure 3.3 represents the zonal equatorial struture (5
◦
N-5
◦
S) of the relative SST, U10,
W500, NHFS, CLT, and PR. The mentioned old bias strengthens the easterly winds west of
150
◦
W, pushing the rising branh of the Walker Cirulation 15
◦
to the west. In addition, the
rising branh of the Walker Cirulation auses too high CLT and PR and too weak NHFS,
while on the eastern side the too strong subsidene state shown by the downward winds leads
to less CLT and PR with a stronger NHFS when omparing to ERA-20C.
Hene, due to the equatorial old bias and a onstant La Niña-like state, the rising branh of
the Walker Cirulation is loated far too west and the subsidene state is anomalously strong,
extending slightly west of the date line.
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Figure 3.3: Equatorial Pai mean state (5
◦
N-5
◦
S) of a) sea surfae temperature (SST), b) surfae
zonal winds (U10), ) vertial wind at 500 hPa height (W500), d) net heat ux (NHFS), e) total loud
over (CLT) and f) preipitation (PR). GFDL-ESM2M in red and ERA-20C in blue.
3.1.2 ENSO metris
In the present subsetion we will pay attention to the ability of the GFDL-ESM2M limate
model to reprodue multiple ENSO harateristis.
First of all we must highlight its strong non-linear behavior when simulating the ENSO
events, as presented by the probability density funtion (PDF) of Niño3.4 sea surfae tem-
perature anomalies (SSTA) (Figure 3.4). In both ases, ERA-20C and GFDL-ESM2M, the
distribution has a positive skewness: the tail of the PDF is elongated towards positive values,
representing stronger positive SSTA than negative ones. However, the limate model's skewness
is about three times larger than that of ERA-20C, 0.42 and 0.16 respetively, revealing that
the GFDL-ESM2M model has relatively stronger El Niño than La Niña events.
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Figure 3.4: Probability density funtion of Niño3.4 sea surfae temperature anomalies (SSTA). The
skewness value, representing the ENSO asymmetry, is displayed in the upper left orner of the plots:
a) ERA-20C, and b) GFDL-ESM2M.
The geographial distribution of the tropial Pai SSTA skewness (Figure 3.5) also dis-
plays relevant dierenes. Both the map for ERA-20C and GFDL-ESM2M show a dipole
pattern: positive skewness on the east equatorial Pai resembles stronger positive SSTAs
than negative, that is, stronger El Niño than La Niña events. However, when El Niño is de-
veloping, the oeani heat ontent is displaed from the western equatorial Pai towards the
east, and hene, negative SSTAs are loated over the edge of the Pai Warm Pool: positive
skewness in the east is related to negative skewness in the west. It must be said that both
representations agree on the loation of the highest skewness: the strongest asymmetries are
situated on the eastern Pai, the loation of the so alled EP El Niño events.
Figure 3.5: Skewness map of tropial Pai sea surfae temperature anomalies (SSTA) for a)
ERA-20C, and b) GFDL-ESM2M.
Nevertheless, the extension of the mentioned positive skewness is exaggerated into two main
regions (south and northeast equatorial regions) and the negative skewness is displaed far too
the west, agreeing with the loation of the Pai Warm Pool being too far west. Beause of
the old equatorial bias and strong western equatorial U10, the edge of the Pai Warm Pool
is limited to the west, allowing the strong positive SSTA to spread further west and limiting
the eastward extension of the negative skewness in the limate model. In addition, both the
positive and negative skewness are anomalously large in the model.
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Figure 3.6: Skewness map of tropial Pai surfae zonal wind anomalies (U10A) for a) ERA-20C,
and b) GFDL-ESM2M.
Similarly, the skewness of U10A (Figure 3.6) is positioned far too the west ompared to
ERA-20C and the stronger values illustrate the highly non-linear behavior of the GFDL-ESM2M
oupled model one more.
Another important ENSO harateristi is its phase loking. The highest Niño3.4 SST stan-
dard deviation is two months delayed for the the limate model (Figures 3.7a,b,). Nevertheless,
the model is apable of reproduing the highest Niño3.4 SST standard deviation during boreal
winter months along with the damping of its variability during spring. This is a relatively lose
approximation to realisti ENSO dynamis, in whih ENSO grows during autumn, peaks in
the winter months and is damped during spring (Rasmusson and Carpenter , 1982). A seond
smaller peak of the standard deviation is visible during the month of July. The anomalous dou-
ble peak of SST variability is due to the double (semiannual) ITCZ and the seasonal reversal
of the meridional SST gradient and winds in the east (Wittenberg et al., 2006). The Hovmöller
diagram of latitudinally averaged (5
◦
N-5
◦
S) SST variability represents the mentioned behavior:
both peaks are equally strong, but during boreal summer months the variability is extended
further west, apturing it by the Niño3.4 region with higher magnitude (Figure 3.7).
The geographial position of the SSTA using El Niño and La Niña omposites is visible in
Figure 3.8. As shown before, both the positive and negative SSTA extend too far west in the
present limate model and its intensity is greatly enhaned when omparing to ERA-20C. The
largest positive SSTA is loated at 120
◦
W and the negative SSTA is slightly shifted westward.
The reanalysis produt, on the other hand, has both a positive and negative SSTA maximum
entered in the equatorial Pai setion. The dierene between the eets of El Niño and
La Niña events, that is, their residual, is demonstrated by adding both omposites. El Niño
events tend to warm the very eastern setion, while La Niñas aet more strongly the western
region. The result is a dipole pattern for both the limate model and the reanalysis produt.
The dierenes are visible in the magnitude and the loation: the limate model has a stronger
dipole pattern with the negative values loated too far west.
Although the GFDL-ESM2M is known for its relatively realisti ENSO dynamis, it seems
that it has diulties to reprodue proper ENSO harateristis: the ENSO asymmetry is
anomalously large, the phase loking is delayed, it shows a double SSTA standard deviation
peak, and La Niña and El Niño events tend to extend too far west along the equatorial Pai.
In addition, the present limate model doesn't seem to reprodue realisti EP El Niño events,
whih they are loated o the South Amerian oast.
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Figure 3.7: Monthly standard deviation of the sea surfae temperatures (SST) over: a) the Niño3.4
region, ERA-20C in blue and GFDL-ESM2M model in red, b) the Pai equatorial (5
◦
N-5
◦
S) region
for ERA-20C, and ) the same as b) but for GFDL-ESM2M.
Figure 3.8: Geographial loation of ERA-20C reanalysis produt tropial Pai sea surfae
temperature anomalies (SSTA) from a) El Niño omposite, b) La Niña omposite, and ) their residual
obtained by adding both omposites. Similarly, d) e) and f) orrespond to the GFDL-ESM2M model.
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3.1.3 Atmospheri feedbaks
The atmospheri positive and negative feedbaks are of great importane for induing ENSO
growth and damping, respetively. Hene, their orret simulation will ause a substantial
improvement on the ENSO properties suh as El Niño/La Niña asymmetry or phase loking
(Bayr et al., 2018). Bayr et al. (2018) state the dependene of the SST mean state on simulating
the ENSO atmospheri feedbaks. They onluded that the U10 and NHFS feedbaks at
linearly depending on the equatorial SST mean state, ompensating eah other's biases, but
leading to erroneous ENSO properties.
The wind is known to at as a positive feedbak: the positive SSTA over the Niño3.4 region
dereases the zonal SST gradient over the equatorial Pai, and hene the zonal winds on the
eastern equatorial region and the thermoline tilt are redued, induing a further heating: the
Bjerknes feedbak (Bjerknes, 1969). In ontrast, the NHFS ats to redue the oeani heat
ontent when SSTA inreases. LHFS and SW radiation are the dominant variables aeting
the NHFS (Lloyd et al., 2009). For instane, when positive SSTA are loated over the Niño3.4
region, higher evaporation releases a larger amount of heat energy, inreasing the LHFS. In-
reasing the loud over over the anomalous SST region redues the inoming SW radiation
towards the surfae of the oean by reeting it bak: the albedo eet. Therefore it is onsi-
dered to be a negative feedbak, whih plays a major role in damping ENSO events during the
months of spring (Dommenget and Yu, 2016; Wengel et al., 2017).
Applying a simple polynomial t of the rst order, we get a linear regression that relates
U10 and NFHS anomalies to Niño3.4 SSTA. The slope of the polynomial t will be the strength
of the feedbak.
The rst step for the feedbak analysis is to detet the regions in whih the U10 and NHFS
are aeted the most by the Niño3.4 SSTA. Therefore, we will ompute the feedbaks for eah
spatial grid point along the tropial Pai, relating U10A and NHFSA to Niño3.4 SSTA.
Figure 3.9: Linear wind (U10) feedbak: anomalous surfae zonal wind (U10A) sensitivity to
Niño3.4 sea surfae temperature anomalies (SSTA) for eah tropial Pai grid point for a)
ERA-20C, and b) GFDL-ESM2M.
Figure 3.9 shows the linear relationship between the Niño3.4 SSTA and U10A. In this ase,
we must say that the U10 feedbak simulation is very similar to the reanalysis produt, both
in strength and loation. For the GFDL-ESM2M model however, the positive feedbak still
shows strong values west of 150
◦
W, probably due to the eets of the mean SST bias. Yet,
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both ases agree that the strongest U10 feedbak is loated lose to the Niño4 region.
Figure 3.10: Linear net heat ux (NHFS) feedbak: anomalous net heat ux (NHFSA) sensitivity to
Niño3.4 sea surfae temperature anomalies (SSTA) for eah tropial Pai grid point for a)
ERA-20C, and b) GFDL-ESM2M
The main negative feedbak, the NHFS feedbak, is spread over a larger equatorial region
(Figure 3.10). The limate model shows substantial dierenes when omparing it to ERA-20C:
it is weaker in magnitude and its maximum is separated in two main domains, one entered
at 120
◦
W and the other one at 180
◦
. The ombination of Niño3 and Niño4 regions will be
onsidered as the loation of the strongest relationship between the NHFSA and the Niño3.4
SSTA.
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Figure 3.11: Monthly wind (U10) feedbak in red and net heat ux (NHFS) feedbak in solid blue.
The net heat ux feedbak has been divided into latent heat ux (LHFS) shown as dashed blue and
shortwave radiation (SW) as dash-dot blue. Niño3.4 sea surfae temperature anomalies (SSTA) have
been linearly related to Niño4 surfae zonal wind anomalies, and with the ombination of Niño3 and
Niño4 for the net heat ux anomalies, as well as for its omponents.
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The seasonality of the feedbaks an be observed in Figure 3.11. The U10 feedbak has
strongest values from Otober to Deember, the season in whih the SST varies the most and
the ENSO events grow. However, a seond peak is visible during May, whih ould be related
to the double ITCZ and relaxation of the easterlies, hene forming a seond peak on the ENSO
phase loking (Figure 3.7a). The NHFS, as demonstrated by Lloyd et al. (2009), is mostly
governed by LHFS and SW feedbaks. It peaks from January to April, reduing the variability
of the Niño3.4 SST and leading to relatively realisti ENSO phase loking.
From our feedbak analysis we ould argue that the GFDL-ESM2M limate model has a
quite realisti representation of the U10 feedbak, although it extends too far into the western
equatorial Pai. However, the model shows larger deienies when simulating the negative
NHFS feedbak: its maximum values are split into two equatorial domains and the absolute
values are overall weaker than in ERA-20C. Hene, sine the SST variability is over-exited by
the positive feedbak, mostly in the western equatorial Pai, but it is too weakly damped by
the NHFS feedbak, exessively ative ENSO events are to be expeted.
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3.2 Deadal ENSO amplitude
Now that we have looked into the limate model biases and some ENSO harateristis, we
would like to examine a relevant ENSO property: the deadal ENSO amplitude hange along a
500 year historial run. Sine El Niño events are anomalies of sea surfae temperatures (SSTA)
over the equatorial Pai, ENSO amplitude is here onsidered to be the spread of SSTA and
omputed as the Niño3.4 running standard deviation with a 30 year window.
Considering the length of the run, whih is 500 years, the next question that arises is
regarding the anomalies: will it be appropriate to subtrat the limatologial mean of the
whole time series, or would it be preferable to ompute the seasonal yle of eah 30 year
running window? The key for the answer will depend on the time evolution of the limatology:
if the mean state of eah 30 year window is maintained relatively uniform, then subtrating
the limatology of the whole time series would be enough. On the other hand, if the mean
state varies onsiderably, then the anomalies will have to be alulated relative to eah 30 year
window.
In order to nd an answer, the monthly limatology was omputed with a 30 year running
window over the Niño3.4 region. Next, we obtained the error bars with a 95% of ondene
interval, given by the 97.5th perentile for eah month, representing the variability of the
limatology (Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.12: Monthly limatology of Niño3.4 sea surfae temperature (SST) in GFDL-ESM2M. The
error bars show the 95% ondene interval of the 30 year running mean windows.
Although initially, the error bars seem to show relatively small values, in ENSO analysis
a dierene in the limatology of 0.5
◦
C ould lead to notorious dierenes. Computing the
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anomalies relative to a onstant limatology, time periods with higher mean temperatures would
ontain stronger ENSO events, beause the variation from a onstant mean will be larger. The
inuene of the mean state variability on the Niño indies with a onstant limatology is learly
visible in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison between a) 30 year running window of Niño3.4 sea surfae temperatures
(SST) and b) 30 year low-passed Niño3.4 sea surfae temperature anomalies (SSTA) relative to a
onstant limatology. ) and d) are similar to a) and b), but in this ase we ompare the mean values
of the eastern (130
◦
W - 90
◦
W, 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S) and western box (170
◦
E - 140
◦
W, 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S) to the
modied and low-passed Trans-Niño Index (TNI) relative to a onstant limatology.
For instane, starting approximately at year 400, the inrease of limatologial temperatures
leads to a positive peak of Niño3.4 SSTA and to about 60 years of a dominant El Niño mode
(Figure 3.13b). However, this doesn't mean that during this period of time ENSO events are
stronger, beause the general pattern of the index is very similar to the one of the limatologial
hanges (Figure 3.13a). For the TNI, in whih we ompare the dierene of normalized SSTA
over the western and eastern equatorial Pai setions, even stronger dierenes are visible.
East and west equatorial Pai mean SST have a temporary opposite pattern: between the
years 100 and 400, when the mean temperatures are inreasing on one side of the equatorial
Pai, they are dereasing on the other side (Figure 3.13). Using a onstant seasonal yle
to ompute the SSTA for the TNI, the eet of the limatology on the anomalies is doubled
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(Figure 3.13d). In this ase the anomalies inorporate the inuene of large limatologial
hanges and hene, a strong pattern of high and low peaks is visible. With this method we
ould not ompare, how the system's variability behaves in dierent mean states, sine in the
variability the hanges in the mean state would be inluded as well.
From this analysis we an onlude two things. Firstly, in order to ompare dierent periods
of ENSO events we must use the limatology of eah epoh to analyze the real variations from
the mean SST. And seondly, the model shows periods at the very beginning and at the very
end of the run in whih west and east equatorial Pai have the same pattern of inreasing
and dereasing SST means, while from year 100 to 400 we see the opposite behavior.
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Figure 3.14: The ENSO amplitude omputed with a 30 year running standard deviation of Niño3.4
sea surfae temperatures (SST) for a) ERA-20, and b) GFLD-ESM2M.
It is learly visible that along the 500 year run, ENSO has a deadal osillation between
small and large amplitude periods (Figure 3.14b). Approximately around the year 200 there
is a relatively long period of time with high ENSO variability, while the next period of time
starting at about year 275 ontains roughly 70 more years of very low amplitude. Thus, we an
dene two main epohs of very dierent ENSO amplitudes: the high ENSO amplitude period
(High epoh) from year 175 to 235 and the low ENSO amplitude period (Low epoh) from year
260 to 320, eah time setion onsisting of 60 years.
Comparing to the ERA-20C reanalysis produt, the present limate model has an exessive
amplitude variability: the reanalysis values orrespond only to the Low epoh (Figure 3.14a).
It appears like there is a relationship between the exessive ENSO amplitude variability
and the mean equatorial SST gradient variability (Figure 3.13). While the mean SST gradient
doesn't hange, that is, if the east and west equatorial Pai mean states keep the same
pattern of warming or ooling, then the ENSO amplitude has the smallest variability. But if
the SST gradient inreases (dereases), then we obtain periods of relatively low (high) ENSO
amplitudes.
At this point it is important to think about the nature of the ENSO amplitude: either
it ould be that the high amplitude is due to a few but very strong ENSO events or due to
moderate ENSO events with higher frequeny of ourrene. Thus, onerning to the previously
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arisen question, we have binned the whole time period in 30 year windows with the objetive
to analyze the ENSO events of dierent epohs independently .
For the detetion of ENSO events we have used the traditional Niño3.4 index explained in
the methodology setion: alulating the SSTA over the mean Niño3.4 region by subtrating
the monthly limatology, and deteting the event when the index exeeds the threshold of half
of the standard deviation for at least ve onseutive months. In addition, a threshold of a
double standard deviation has been used to detet strong ENSO events. Sine the threshold
is alulated for eah bin, it is expeted that during the High epoh the threshold will be of
larger magnitude and the ENSO events onsidered will be relatively stronger than in the Low
epoh. Furthermore, we have applied a modied TNI suggested by Trenberth and Stepaniak
(2001) to analyze, if those events are CP or EP type. Using the proedure explained in the
methodology setion, we have applied modied eastern and western boxes adapted to the
anomalous geographial SSTA pattern of the GFDL-ESM2M model: as seen in in the previous
subsetion the strongest SSTA known as EP type El Niño events are loated o the oast of
South Ameria and hene its signal won't be deteted by the original Niño1+2 region.
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Figure 3.15: Classiation of the ENSO events into Central Pai (CP) and East Pai (EP) types
within 30 year bins. a) El Niño events with a threshold of half a sea surfae temperature anomaly
(SSTA) standard deviation over the Niño3.4 region, b) La Niña events with a threshold of half a sea
surfae temperature anomaly (SSTA) standard deviation over the Niño3.4 region. ) and d) are similar
to a) and b), but they only onsider strong ENSO events exeeding a double standard deviation.
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In the Figures 3.15a,b we see the ommon ENSO events lassiation divided in 30 year
bins, with a threshold of half a standard deviation. Overall, along 500 years we have a higher
frequeny of La Niña events than El Niño. In addition, El Niño events show a systemati
lassiation related to the deadal ENSO amplitude evolution: during the High epoh we
have less ommon events than during the Low epoh. However, during the rst period, more
EP Niños ourred, while during the seond period the frequeny of the CP El Niño events is
onsiderably inreased. La Niña events on the other hand have a relatively onstant frequeny
of ourrene with intermittent relevane of CP-EP events.
Instead of onsidering the ENSO events exeeding half of the SST standard deviation, if we
apply a threshold of a double standard deviation to ompute the strong El Niño (Figure 3.15)
and La Niña events (Figure 3.15d), in all but one bin La Niña events are deteted as EP like.
Moreover, La Niña events are fewer than El Niño due to the non-linear eets of the model
(as shown by the positive skewness of the SSTA PDF, Figure 3.4b). The High epoh ontains
more strong El Niño events (being EP type) than the Low epoh with CP events.
In order to gain insight into the higher frequeny of ommon La Niña events, we have
analyzed how the system behaves after the El Niño and La Niña events. Figure 3.16 is a
Hovmöller diagram of El Niño and La Niña omposites. The zero value represents the month
of Deember, with the orresponding next and previous months shown as positive and negative
numbers. It an be seen that in the GFDL-ESM2M model El Niño events are usually followed
by La Niña events. However, after La Niña events there are no El Niño events visible, but
weaker negative SSTA are shifted eastward, ausing a seond negative peak with 15 months
lag on the eastern equatorial Pai. Therefore, the higher amount of La Niña events seen
in Figure 3.15 is due to the onseutive La Niña events, whih might initially be triggered by
previous El Niños.
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Figure 3.16: Hovmöller diagram of equatorial (5
◦
N-5
◦
S) sea surfae temperature anomaly (SSTA)
omposites, setting the zero value to Deember and negative and positive values to the previous or
onsequent months, respetively, for a) El Niño omposite and b) La Niña omposite.
To sum up the evolution of the deadal ENSO amplitude variability, we have dened two
main epohs of onstant high and low ENSO amplitudes. We ould say that during the High
epoh we have less ommon El Niño events, but more strong ones with an EP like harater,
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while during the Low epoh we have more ommon events, but less strong ones, with more of a
CP avor. At this point we must keep in mind that the GFDL-ESM2M model has diulties
to reprodue realisti EP events, beause the SSTA variability is displaed o the Amerian
oast. Nevertheless, the modied TNI index is able to give an insight to ENSO type hanges.
Additionally, we should keep in mind that the threshold applied to eah bin is omputed relative
to its standard deviation, onsidering the orresponding 30 year window. Hene, during the
High epoh, due to a higher SST variability, this threshold will be larger and the deteted
events will be of relatively larger magnitude.
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3.3 High / Low ENSO amplitude periods
So far we have deteted large deadal ENSO amplitude osillations in the GFDL-ESM2M
limate model, with two main periods of high and low amplitudes, whih are dened as the
High and the Low epohs. They dier in ENSO intensity, frequeny of ourrene, as well as
in the type of events. The High epoh ontains more strong ENSO events of mostly EP-like
type. On the other hand, the Low epoh shows a higher frequeny of weak ENSO events with
mostly CP-like harater.
The following hapter of this researh will be foused on studying the dierenes of the tro-
pial Pai mean state, variability, ENSO harateristis and atmospheri feedbaks between
the High and Low epohs. The time frames that we will analyze are the next: the high ENSO
amplitude period (High epoh) from 175 to 235 year and the low ENSO amplitude period (Low
epoh) from 260 to 320, eah time window onsisting of 60 years.
3.3.1 Tropial Pai mean state
The rst step to dierentiate both periods is to analyze their mean state. We would like to
address the question of whether there is some relationship between the ENSO harateristis and
the Tropial Pai mean state of the system. We will work with the sea surfae temperature
(SST), the vertial struture of the subsurfae temperatures averaged over 5
◦
N-5
◦
S (T), the
surfae zonal winds (U10), the vertial winds at 500 hPa height (W500), the net heat ux
(NHFS), the preipitation (PR) and the total loud over (CLT). With the output of our
analysis we would like to nd out, how the Walker Cirulation behaves and hanges between
the dierent epohs. Thus, along this setion the already introdued variables will be averaged
over the orresponding 60 years.
During the High epoh the equatorial Pai SST gradient is redued by ooling (warming)
the west (east) equatorial mean SST (Figures 3.17a,b,). Sine the U10 intensity is dominated
by the SST dierenes between the east-west equatorial Pai and the orresponding atmos-
pheri pressure dierenes, zonal winds are redued at the entral equatorial basin (Figures
3.17g,h,i). The mentioned winds are part of the Walker Cirulation, whih also seems to be
overall weakened during the High epoh. Vertial winds are redued in both diretions along
the equatorial region, inluding both the rising branh of the Walker Cirulation in the western
Pai and the subsidene region in the entral Pai. In fat, the maximum downward wind
veloities shown by the High epoh are restrited to around 100
◦
W, while in the Low epoh the
maximum is expanded from 150
◦
W to 90
◦
W, that is, over the Niño3 region (Figures 3.17j,k,l).
Related to the Walker Cirulation, in the region where the subsidene state is weaker during the
High epoh, the loud over is larger (Figures 3.17s,t,u), similar to the amount of PR (Figures
3.17p,q,r), and the NHFS is redued (Figures 3.17m,n,o). Therefore, while the ENSO amplitude
is high, the mean state of the Walker Cirulation is redued in intensity. Observing the Low
ENSO amplitude epoh, the situation is reversed and the Walker Cirulation is strengthened.
An interesting point is that the Low epoh oinides with the a stronger thermoline tilt
aused by the strong mean U10 (Figures 3.17d,e,f). During this epoh the heat ontent is
inreased over the western equatorial subsurfae layers, while the eastern setion is ooled
leading to a stronger thermoline depth dierene.
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Figure 3.17: Representation of the tropial Pai mean state during the High and Low epohs as
well as their dierene: a) High epoh sea surfae temperature (SST) relative to the tropial Pai
SST, b) same as a) but for the Low epoh, ) the dierene of relative sea surfae temperature (SST)
between the High and the Low epoh. Following the same struture, d), e), f) orrespond to
subsurfae temperatures (T), g), h), i) to surfae zonal winds (U10), j), k), l) to vertial winds at 500
hPa (W500), m), n), o) to the net heat ux (NHFS), p), q), r) to the preipitation (PR) and s), t), u)
to the total loud over (CLT).
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When the thermoline tilt is inreased, the oean-atmospheri oupling is expeted to in-
rease as well, hene induing a higher variability of the SSTA via the U10 feedbak (Atwood
et al., 2017). If that is so, from our analysis we ould say that the mean state of the tropial
Pai's High epoh seems to damp the variability of the SST.
A similar analysis has been done to ompare both periods of time, but in this ase we
have averaged the variables latitudinally around the equator (5
◦
S-5
◦
N) and plotted them lon-
gitudinally (Figure 3.18). We an observe that the main patterns don't shift in longitude:
the maximum and minimum values of eah variable are maintained at the same longitudinal
loation. The dierene between both periods then is the intensity or the magnitude of the mea-
sured variable and not the longitudinal shift. Therefore, between the two periods of the largest
deadal ENSO amplitude dierenes, there is no mean zonal shift of the Walker Cirulation.
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Figure 3.18: Equatorial Pai mean state (5
◦
N-5
◦
S) for: a) sea surfae temperatures (SST), b)
surfae zonal winds (U10), ) vertial wind at 500 hPa height (W500), d) net heat ux (NHFS), e)
total loud over (CLT) and f) preipitation (PR). GFDL-ESM2M's High epoh in red and the Low
epoh in blue. The blak line represents ERA-20C output.
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Comparing with the ERA-20C reanalysis produt, we observe the dierenes already ex-
plained in the model bias setion: the restrited Pai Warm Pool over the western equatorial
Pai as well as the westward extension of the east equatorial Pai old tongue that reahes
approximately 160
◦
W (Figure 3.18a), too strong easterly winds west of 150
◦
W (Figure 3.18b),
a westward displaed rising branh of the Walker Cirulation and too strong subsidene in the
entral-east equatorial Pai (Figure 3.18), along with too weak CLT (Figure 3.18e) and PR
(Figure 3.18f), whih leads to an anomalously high NHFS (Figure 3.18d).
Although the overall mean model biases are still large for both periods when omparing
them to ERA-20C, the onvetive and subsidene branhes of the Walker Cirulation are loser
to realisti values during the High epoh. In fat, the zonal gradient of atmospheri variables
is inreased during the Low epoh. For instane, the absene of any zonal shift of the Walker
Cirulation ombined with a stronger hange from an enhaned onvetive state over the western
region to the anomalously higher subsidene domain results in an anomalous zonal gradient. A
similar desription an be applied to CLT, PR and NHFS.
From the High and Low epoh mean state omparison we have learned that the inrease
(derease) of the deadal ENSO amplitude is aompanied by the derease (inrease) of the
Walker Cirulation intensity without any zonal shift of the onvetive or subsidene regimes.
In addition, although both epohs show a westward displaement of the onvetive branh of
the Walker Cirulation and westward extension of the subsidene regime, the zonal gradient as
well as the upward and downward winds of the High epoh are loser to our referene values.
In fat, the largest subsidene intensity shown by the Low epoh is maintained over the Niño3
region.
3.3.2 Tropial Pai variability
In the next setion we will proeed as for the mean state, but fousing our attention on the
variability of the two epohs (Figure 3.19). The variability here will be dened as the standard
deviation, subtrating the limatology of the whole period of 60 years. The dierenes between
the epohs are obtained by dividing the High epoh variability by the Low epoh variability.
Looking into the SST, we observe that the highest and the lowest variability is positioned
similarly for both periods: in the very east and west equatorial Pai respetively. However,
the major dierene between the epohs is loated at the entral equatorial region entered at
150
◦
W, showing a redued variability from 180
◦
to 120
◦
W (Figures 3.19a,b,), similarly as for
the U10 (Figures 3.19g,h,i).
Regarding the subsurfae temperatures, the largest variability dierenes are loated at
100 m depth, below the largest SST variability dierenes. In addition, a seond region of
larger variability dierenes between the two epohs is observed in the upwelling area in the
eastern equatorial Pai. The greatest thermoline variability dierenes are observed in the
mentioned two domains, as shown by the solid lines in Figures 3.19d,e,f.
The rest of the atmospheri variables have larger variability dierenes in the entral equa-
torial region too, the largest variability always orresponding to the High epoh. The variability
of the W500 and the PR show very large dierenes, exeeding two times the standard devia-
tion over the Niño3 region (Figures 3.19l,r). In ontrast, the CLT and the NHFS variability
dierenes are not that large between the two dened epohs (Figures 3.19o,u).
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Figure 3.19: Representation of the tropial Pai variability omputed with the standard deviation
during the High and Low ENSO amplitude periods as well as their dierene: a) High epoh sea
surfae temperature (SST), b) same as a) but for the Low epoh, ) the variability ratio between the
High and the Low epoh. Following the same struture, d), e), f) orrespond to the subsurfae
temperatures (T) with the solid lines representing the thermoline depth variability in meters, g), h),
i) to surfae zonal winds (U10), j), k), l) to vertial winds at 500 hPa height (W500), m), n), o) to the
net heat ux (NHFS), p), q), r) to the preipitation (PR) and s), t), u) to the total loud over (CLT).
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Hene, we nd that during the Low epoh the redued vertial wind variability over the
Niño3 region oinides with the strongest mean subsidene domain. Furthermore, the SST
variability, thermoline depth variability and U10 variability are onsiderably redued too over
the entral equatorial Pai area.
3.3.3 ENSO metris
In the previous setions we have seen that the High epoh is dominated by strong system
variability forming EP like El Niño events, while during the Low epoh the system has less
variability, obtaining weaker CP like events. In this setion we will try to nd more hints
related to ENSO statisti dissimilarities between the two main periods of time.
Looking into the probability distributions (PDF) of Niño3.4 SSTA, the skewness of the High
epoh is greatly inreased, from 0.28 to 0.48 (Figure 3.20. This orresponds to the previously
mentioned inrease of SST variability and higher frequeny of strong El Niño events, showing a
higher level of asymmetry. The tails of the PDF are onsiderably dereased for the Low epoh,
tting our variability desription of the SST, showing smaller anomalies. The reason why we
have more El Niño events during the Low epoh an be explained with the derease of SST
variability: sine the threshold for ENSO events is omputed as half of the standard deviation
of eah 30 year bin, when the SST variability is redued, the threshold is redued as well and the
probability of obtaining a ommon El Niño event is inreased. Hene, we have been omputing
relatively weak El Niño events, whih are loser to the mode of the PDF during the Low epoh.
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Figure 3.20: Probability density funtion of Niño3.4 sea surfae temperature anomalies. The
skewness value, representing the ENSO asymmetry is displayed on the upper left orner of the plots
for a) the High epoh, and b) the Low epoh
The spatial distribution of the SSTA skewness (Figure 3.21) also shows stronger values in
the eastern equatorial basin for the High epoh, a signal of EP-like El Niño events. On the
other hand, during the Low epoh the strongest positive skewness is loated in the south-entral
equatorial Pai, a signal of CP-like El Niño events. In relative terms, the positive skewness
values for the Low epoh are greatly redued ompared to the High epoh.
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The skewness of the U10A doesn't show large dierenes regarding the maximum values
(Figure 3.22). However, during the Low epoh the maximum values are onned to the western
side of 150
◦
W, while during the High epoh relatively strong positive skewness values reah
120
◦
W. Therefore, during the High epoh the anomalous westerly winds that are related to the
El Niño events are felt further west, whih they seem to be redued between 150
◦
W and 120
◦
W
during the Low epoh.
Figure 3.21: Skewness map of tropial Pai sea surfae temperature anomalies (SSTA) for a) the
High epoh, and b) the Low epoh.
Figure 3.22: Skewness map of tropial Pai surfae zonal wind anomalies (U10A) for a) the High
epoh, and b) the Low epoh.
Aording to Figure 3.23a), the phase loking of the ENSO events is deteriorated during
the Low epoh. Although the variability of the monthly standard deviation of Niño3.4 SST is
within the bounds of realisti values in referene to the ERA-20C reanalysis produt (Figure
3.7), the dominant peak of SST variability is unrealistially during July. This ould mean
that the realisti seasonal southward displaement of the ITCZ aptured by observations is
not fully represented during the Low epoh, leading to the wrong ENSO event representation,
simulating anomalous ENSO events peaking during the boreal summer. On the other hand,
for the High epoh the ENSO phase loking seems to be realistially simulated, showing a
maximum SST variability during boreal winter months. Nevertheless its general variability is
unrealistially high. Furthermore, the summer peak shown by the Low epoh is still present
during the High epoh, as demonstrated in Figure 3.23b: the mentioned unrealisti summer
month SST variability is hidden by the large year-round SST variability east of 140
◦
W.
Similarly as in Figure 3.16, in Figure 3.24 the omposites of El Niño and La Niña events are
analyzed for both seleted periods. The Hovmöller diagrams are entered at time 0, orrespon-
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ding to the month of Deember, and the previous and onseutive months are shown by negative
and positive numbers. 12 months after an El Niño event the system utuates into a La Niña
state during the High epoh, as shown by the omposite analysis (Figure 3.24a). For the Low
epoh on the other hand, one year after an El Niño event a weaker positive SSTA follows in the
eastern equatorial Pai region (Figure 3.24b). La Niña events are generally formed following
relatively strong positive SSTA in the eastern equatorial Pai during the High epoh (Figure
3.24), while in the Low epoh weaker La Niña events are simulated without any previous El
Niño event (Figure 3.24d).
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Figure 3.23: Monthly standard deviation of the sea surfae temperatures (SST) over: a) the Niño3.4
region, the High epoh in red and the Low epoh in blue, b) the Pai equatorial (5
◦
N-5
◦
S) region
for the High epoh, and ) the same as b) but for the Low epoh.
The geographial pattern and strength of El Niño and La Niña SSTA omposites also
show dierenes between the two analyzed epohs (Figure 3.25). For the El Niño omposites
the SSTA signal is stronger in the east equatorial side for the High epoh (Figure 3.25a),
while during the Low epoh the variability is inreased in the western side (Figures 3.25d,g).
Although the GFDL-ESM2M model is not apable of reproduing realisti EP El Niño events,
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the geographial hange from east to west of SSTA is still aptured by the modied TNI index
as we have already seen in Figure 3.15. The La Niña omposite shows large SSTAs in the
entral equatorial Pai during the High epoh (Figure 3.25b), while during the Low epoh
the maximum SSTAs are shifted to 120
◦
E (Figure 3.25e). The dierene between the El Niño
and La Niña SSTA omposites have negative values over the very western equatorial Pai
region during both periods. Nevertheless, the stronger eastern positive SSTA shown by the
High epoh leads to a relatively strong positive residual in the east tropial Pai (Figure
3.25). Due to the more entral-western positive SSTA values of the Low epoh, the positive
residual is shifted towards the entral-western equatorial region, reahing the date line (Figure
3.25f).
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Figure 3.24: Hovmöller diagram of equatorial (5
◦
N-5
◦
S) sea surfae temperature anomaly (SSTA)
omposites setting the zero value to Deember and negative and positive values to the previous or
onsequent months, respetively, for a) the El Niño omposite during the High epoh, b) the El Niño
omposite during the Low epoh, ) the La Niña omposite during the High epoh, d) the La Niña
omposite during the Low epoh.
Summarizing the main ENSO harateristis, the High epoh simulates stronger ENSO
asymmetry with larger positive SSTA skewness in the eastern equatorial region and the eets
of the anomalous westerly winds are felt up to 120
◦
W. The Niño3.4 SST variability peaks
during boreal winter and the geographial pattern of El Niño events shows the strongest SSTA
entered at 120
◦
W, ausing EP-like ENSO events. La Niña events' SSTA is observed in the
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entral-western equatorial Pai, leading to a residual of positive east, and negative west
equatorial SSTA.
Figure 3.25: Geographial loation of the tropial Pai sea surfae temperature anomalies (SSTA)
for the High epoh, the Low epoh, as well as their dierene: a) the El Niño omposite during the
High epoh, b) the La Niña omposite during the High epoh, and ) their residual obtained by
adding both omposites. Similarly, d), e), and f) orrespond to the Low epoh and g), h), and i) to
the dierene between the two epohs.
The Low epoh ENSO events ould unrealistially our during boreal summer due to the
peak of Niño3.4 SST variability of July. The anomalous weak easterly winds are suppressed
between 150
◦
W and 120
◦
W, in the region of the strongest mean subsidene. The El Niño SSTAs
are extended further west, while La Niña SSTA are displaed east to 120
◦
W and their positive
SSTA residual are observed up to 180
◦
. The dierene of El Niño and La Niña residuals between
both epohs, together with the dierenes in ENSO asymmetry ould have diverse eets on
the mean state.
3.3.4 Atmospheri feedbaks
The last omparison between the two epohs will be for the seasonal hanges of the main
positive and negative feedbaks: the U10 and the NHFS feedbaks. In addition, the NHFS will
be divided into the two most relevant omponents: the LHFS and SW feedbaks (Lloyd et al.,
2009, 2012).
We an see that overall both positive and negative feedbak are greatly inreased during
the High epoh (Figure 3.26). This shouldn't be a surprise, sine larger positive U10 feedbaks
are expeted to at on the inrease of SST variability. The large inrease of the U10 feedbak
during the boreal winter months (Figure 3.26d) and the LHFS feedbak during the boreal spring
(Figure 3.26b) keeps the ENSO phase loking fairly orret during the High epoh.
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On the other hand, when the ENSO amplitude is small, the boreal winter U10 feedbak
peak is lose in magnitude to the seond peak ourring in May (Figure 3.26d). In addition,
the SW feedbak, instead of ating damping on the Niño3.4 SST variability, is swithed to a
positive feedbak from July until November (Figure 3.26). The positive peak, whih is during
July and August, leaves the NHFS feedbak without any SSTA damping eet during July,
leading to an unrealisti ENSO phase loking (Figure 3.26a).
Hene, we ould suggest that during boreal winter of the High epoh, the U10 anomalies
of the Niño4 domain are more sensitive to Niño3.4 SSTA than in the Low epoh, forming
a stronger positive feedbak and leading to an inrement of SST variability, as well as to a
realisti ENSO phase loking. The unrealisti ENSO phase loking of the Low epoh is related
to the weakening of the boreal winter U10 feedbak and the SW radiation swith into a positive
feedbak from July until November.
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Figure 3.26: Monthly atmospheri feedbaks for the High epoh in red and the Low epoh in blue.
The Niño 3.4 sea surfae temperature anomalies (SSTA) have been linearly related to a) the net heat
ux anomalies (NHFSA) over the Niño3 and Niño4 regions, b) latent heat ux anomalies (LHFSA)
over the Niño3 and Niño4 regions, ) shortwave radiation anomalies (SWA) over the Niño3 and Niño4
regions, and d) surfae zonal wind anomalies (U10A) over the Niño4 region.
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3.4 Deadal ENSO amplitude modulation
In this last setion we will try to nd out plausible auses for the ENSO amplitude evolution.
So far, we have seen that the the U10 feedbak strength is inreased during the High epoh,
while during the Low epoh the wind anomaly sensitivity to the SSTA is dereased. In fat,
the relation between the time evolution of the U10 feedbak and the ENSO amplitude is highly
orrelated with a oeient of 0.95 (Figure 3.27b). It is expeted that in order to obtain large
amplitudes of ENSO, that is, strong Niño3.4 SSTAs, the U10 feedbak must be strong as well,
as shown also by the the ERA-20C reanalysis produt (Figure 3.27a).
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Figure 3.27: Linear orrelation between the low-passed wind (U10) feedbak and the ENSO
amplitude for a) ERA-20C, and b) GFDL-ESM2M. The orrelation oeients are displayed on the
upper left orner of the gures.
One of the hypotheses for the U10 feedbak intensiation relies on the Niño4 SST mean
state (Bayr and Dommenget , 2013): when the mean Niño4 SST is inreased and the old
equatorial bias is redued, the onvetive response is inreased and hene the U10 feedbak and
the ENSO amplitude will inrease. Nevertheless, the relation between the U10 feedbak and the
mean Niño4 SST is inversely orrelated in the GFDL-ESM2M model with a oeient of -0.62
(Figure 3.28b). Meanwhile, the mean Niño3 SST and the U10 feedbak are highly orrelated
with a positive oeient of 0.9 (Figure 3.28a). Thus, the wind sensitivity to Niño3.4 SSTA
hanges is inreased, when the mean SST is inreased over the Niño3 domain instead of initially
hypothesized Niño4 area.
During our feedbak analysis we have been assuming a linear relationship between the
Niño3.4 SSTA and the U10A. Sine the present limate model is known for its strong non-
linearities as demonstrated by the ENSO asymmetry analysis (Figures 3.4 and 3.20), next we
will fous on the non-linear behavior of the wind anomalies, when the SSTAs are positive or
negative (Figure 3.29). Applying a simple linear regression for positive and negative Niño3.4
SSTAs independently, the solid lines represent the relationship between temperature anomalies
and U10A, avoiding the oset of the linear regression for a better omparison of the slope.
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Figure 3.28: Linear orrelation between the wind (U10) feedbak and a) the low-passed mean Niño3
sea surfae temperature (SST) relative to the tropial Pai, and b) the low-passed mean Niño4 sea
surfae temperature (SST) relative to the tropial Pai. The orrelation oeients are displayed on
the upper left orner of the gures.
The reanalysis produt shows a relatively linear positive relation (Figure 3.29a). Although
the U10 response to Niño3.4 SSTAs is slightly inreased when aounting for positive anomalies,
the negative anomalies' inuene on the U10 is still maintained, obtaining a lose approximation
to a linear feedbak. In ontrast, the non-linearities are greatly inreased for the oupled limate
model (Figure 3.29b). While the positive SSTAs show a great wind response, during La Niña
events the wind anomalies remain insensitive.
After splitting the anomaly relationship into the two main epohs, the High epoh shows a
muh stronger slope when aounting for the positive SSTAs (Figure 3.29). In fat, the U10
feedbak is loser to being linear during the Low epoh. Looking into the outliers, four months
of the Low epoh learly seem to be the most sensitive to positive SSTAs. Nevertheless, those
four months lak of representability during the 60 years of the Low epoh. For the negative
SSTAs, during the both epohs the U10 feedbak remains similarly inoperative.
From Figure 3.29 one ould argue that the more linear behavior of the U10 feedbak during
the Low epoh is due to a smaller SST variability, that is, that the Niño4 wind anomalies remain
less sensitive, beause of the absene of strong positive SSTAs. In the presene of a large amount
of very weak positive SSTAs that have a small wind response during the Low epoh, the slope
is onsiderably attened.
Therefore, our attention will be redireted to the onvetive response of the system instead
of the zonal winds. In order to gain understanding on the ENSO amplitude evolution, we will
fous on one of the main omponents of the negative NHFS feedbak following Lloyd et al.
(2009): the SW feedbak. In the paper of Bellenger et al. (2014), using observational data they
demonstrate the highly non-linear behavior of the SW feedbak.
The negative SSTA over the Niño3 region loally enhanes the subsidene regime, preventing
the formation of stratiform boundary layer louds, whih leads to more inoming radiation,
forming a positive feedbak, while the swith into a onvetive regime linked to the positive
SSTA inreases the loud over and the reetion of the radiation: the SW feedbak is reversed
to a negative feedbak (Philander et al., 1996; Xie, 2004). Aordingly, the sign of the SW
feedbak will provide us the information related to the ability of the model to swith from the
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subsidene to onvetive states (Bellenger et al., 2014).
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Figure 3.29: Non-linear relationship between the Niño3.4 sea surfae temperature anomalies (SSTA)
and the surfae zonal wind anomalies (U10A) over Niño4. The solid lines represent the slope of the
linear relation when positive and negative SSTA are divided without their orresponding osets. Eah
dot represents individual months. a) ERA-20C reanalysis produt, b) same as a) but for the
GFDL-ESM2M model, and ) same as b) but dividing the High and Low epohs in red and blue,
respetively.
Our results prove that the GFDL-ESM2M limate model has a realisti SW feedbak non-
linearity, apturing both the positive and negative signs for La Niña and El Niño omposites
respetively (Figure 3.30). If the negative SW feedbak is a representation of the onvetive
response of the system during El Niño events, we an observe that the mentioned shift to
upwards winds extends from 180
◦
to 120
◦
W during the High epoh (Figure 3.30), while during
the Low epoh the onvetive response is redued between 160
◦
W and 120
◦
W (Figure 3.30e).
Still, the negative feedbak values are strong over the Niño4 region, explaining why the U10
feedbak ould still be relatively sensitive to Niño3.4 SSTAs during the Low epoh.
In order to observe the regions, in whih El Niño and La Niña events aet the SW radiation
anomaly the most, for the non-linear analysis we will set a domain between 180
◦
- 120
◦
W and
5
◦
N - 5
◦
S. On the other hand, following the SW non-linear analysis applied to the reanalysis
produts in Bellenger et al. (2014), ERA-20C SWA are dened into the Niño3 domain (Figure
3.31). Surprisingly the ERA-20C reanalysis produt simulates an unrealisti SW feedbak
(Figure 3.31a): the sign of the feedbak is negative for both the positive and the negative
SSTAs. The GFDL-ESM2M model, however, reprodues realisti positive and negative slopes
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(Figure 3.31b). Moreover, the strength of the feedbak is inreased during the High epoh,
having the greatest dierenes between the epohs when the SSTAs are positive (Figure 3.31).
Figure 3.30: Tropial Pai representation of the shortwave radiation (SW) feedbak omputed as
the linear regression between the Niño3.4 sea surfae temperature anomalies (SSTA) and the
shortwave radiation anomalies (SWA) for eah spatial grid point for a) the El Niño omposite for the
whole time series, b) the La Niña omposite for the whole time series, ) same as a) but for the High
epoh, d) same as b) but for the High epoh, e) same as a) but for the Low epoh, and f) same as b)
but for the Low epoh.
In the previously presented variability analysis of the High and Low epohs we have deteted
that the SST variability dierene is strongest in the entral equatorial Pai, very lose to the
area in whih the mean state of the W500 dier the most. If the maximum mean subsidene
values of the Low epoh, loated in the Niño3 region, are too strong to allow a onvetive
swith, shown by Figure 3.30e, we ould speulate that the inapability of the system to swith
into a onvetive regime restrits the Niño3.4 SST variability. Although the SW feedbak
sign has been used as a referene of the onvetive-subsidene atmospheri shift, in reality the
weakening of the SW feedbak over the Niño3 region ould have multiple soures: the large-
sale irulation hanges representing the mentioned onvetive shift, the loud response to
dynamis and the eetiveness of the louds to reet bak the SW radiation (Lloyd et al.,
2012).
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Figure 3.31: Non-linear relationship between the Niño3.4 sea surfae temperature anomalies (SSTA)
and the shortwave radiation anomalies (SWA). The solid lines represent the slope of the linear
relation, when positive and negative SSTA are divided without their orresponding osets. Eah dot
represents individual months. a) ERA-20C reanalysis produt using the Niño3 box for SWA, b) same
as a) but for the GFDL-ESM2M model using the box set to 180
◦
- 120
◦
W, 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S for SWA, and )
same as b) but dividing the High and Low epohs in red and blue, respetively.
For this reason we have proeeded to evaluate, whether the weakening of the SW feedbak
over the Niño3 area is in fat altered by the large-sale irulation hanges during the Low
epoh. As presented in Figure 3.32, the vertial wind response is greatly inreased for the
positive SSTA ompared to the negative anomalies in ERA-20C and the GFDL-ESM2M model
(Figure 3.32a,b). Yet, the onvetive response to positive SSTAs is ompletely damped during
the Low epoh, while the High epoh is haraterized by a strong SSTA inuene on anomalous
W500 (Figure 3.32). Thus, the weakening of the negative SW feedbak an be attributed to
the redued sensitivity of vertial wind anomalies.
In the paper of Hu et al. (2013), the weakening of the interannual variability in the tropial
Pai Oean is assoiated with the hanges in the mean state. In their paper it is stated that
the ENSO amplitude is inreased, when the mean thermoline slope is inreased, but too weak
or too strong thermoline tilt hampers the SSTA osillations.
In order to add further veraity to our hypothesis that too strong subsidene winds over
the Niño3 region, linked to the intensiation of the Walker Cirulation and the onsequent
stronger tilt of the thermoline, damps the ENSO amplitude, we have followed the methodology
of Hu et al. (2013). For the thermoline slope alulation we have adjusted the western and
eastern boxes to the present model: 160
◦
E - 170
◦
W and 120
◦
W - 90
◦
W, respetively. The
thermoline depth is omputed as the depth of strongest vertial temperature gradient, and
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the thermoline tilt by subtrating west and east thermoline depths. Then, the time evolution
of the mean thermoline tilt, determined as a 30 year running mean, is ompared with the
ENSO amplitude.
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Figure 3.32: Non-linear relationship between the Niño3.4 sea surfae temperature anomalies (SSTA)
and the vertial wind anomalies at 500 hPa height (W500A) over Niño3. The solid lines represent the
slope of the linear relation, when positive and negative SSTA are divided without their orresponding
osets. Eah dot represents individual months. a) ERA-20C reanalysis produt, b) same as a) but for
the GFDL-ESM2M model, and ) same as b) but dividing the High and Low epohs in red and blue,
respetively.
The result shown in Figure 3.33 learly resembles the negative relationship between the
analyzed variables: when the mean thermoline slope is inreased the deadal ENSO amplitude
is linearly dereased. Aording to the model experiment undertaken by Hu et al. (2013), a
negative linear relationship between the ENSO amplitude and the thermoline slope ours,
when the thermoline tilt and the mean easterly winds are too strong. Therefore, our hypothesis
that the too energeti Walker Cirulation and subsidene winds over the Niño3 area hampers
the ENSO amplitude, agrees with their ndings.
Along the present hapter we have seen that the linear U10 feedbak and the deadal ENSO
amplitude evolution are tightly linked. Nevertheless, the Low epoh's U10 sensitivity to positive
Niño3.4 SSTA is not as small as shown by the linear feedbak analysis. In fat, the negative SW
feedbak, whih represents the onvetive response to positive SSTAs, is maintained relatively
high over the Niño4 area, and hene, it is logial to expet some U10 response to anomalous
SST. Nevertheless, the negative SW feedbak is onsiderably redued over the Niño3 domain
during the Low epoh, whih we have attributed to the weak onvetive response to a positive
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Niño3.4 SSTA inrement and to the strong mean subsidene state, whih restrits the variability
of the SST. The result leads to blame, at least to some extent, the too energeti mean Walker
Cirulation for the weak deadal ENSO amplitude shown by the Low epoh.
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Figure 3.33: Relation between the deadal ENSO amplitude, omputed as a 30 year running sea
surfae temperature (SST) standard deviation, and the 30 year low-passed thermoline slope
alulated as the thermoline depth dierene between the eastern (120
◦
W - 90
◦
W, 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S) and
western (160
◦
E - 170
◦
W, 5
◦
N - 5
◦
S) equatorial Pai. The thermoline depth is deteted as the
depth of strongest vertial temperature gradient. Eah dot represents a 30 year window value.
Chapter 4
Summary, Disussion and Conlusion
In the present hapter we will proeed with the summary, disussion and onlusions lead from
the analysis of the oupled GFDL-ESM2M limate model's pre-industrial ontrol run.
4.1 Summary
A 500 year pre-industrial ontrol run of the GFDL-ESM2M oupled limate model has been
studied to analyze the deadal ENSO variability. In order to have a realisti referene and
ompare it with the model output, the data from the ERA-20C reanalysis produt has been
used, whih onsists of 110 years from 1900 to 2010.
Initially we have been foused on the apability of the model to represent the tropial Pai
mean state and the ENSO harateristis. The model has quite a realisti representation of
relevant ENSO properties, even though it has ommon problems like many limate models.
The model exhibits a old mean equatorial SST bias over the tropial Pai exeeding 1
◦
C
and a maximum bias reahing 2
◦
C between 120
◦
W and 90
◦
W. A strong positive SST bias of
over 3
◦
C is also visible along the South Amerian ontinent. The maximum old bias over
the eastern equatorial Pai shifts the zonal SST gradient, leading to an anomalously strong
mean easterly winds west of 150
◦
W and restriting the eastward extension of the Pai Warm
Pool west of the date line (180
◦
). The geographial loation of the Walker Cirulation is also
displaed: the onvetion regime is shifted westward and the entral-eastern equatorial Pai
region shows an anomalously strong subsidene state. Related to the strong downwards W500,
the model simulates too little CLT, PR and too high NHFS.
Regarding the ENSO harateristis, the model is highly non-linear with an about three
times larger positive Niño3.4 SSTA skewness than ERA-20C. The skewness map shows the
large and too westward extended positive SSTA skewness with the negative values restrited
to the very western equatorial region: the loation of the Pai Warm Pool. Other ENSO
simulation biases inlude the westward extension of the SST variability, whih is overestimated
over the equatorial Pai. The model has the highest Niño3.4 SST variability during the
boreal winter with the onseutive variability redution in spring, whih on the rst look seems
to be a orret representation of the ENSO phase loking. Nevertheless, the highest Niño3.4
SST standard deviation peaks two months delayed and a seond peak related to the semiannual
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ITCZ and the seasonal reversal of the winds in the east is visible during the month of July,
ausing an unrealisti phase loking.
The ENSO phase loking is also diretly related to the atmospheri feedbaks. The dominant
SST variability peaking in boreal winter oinides with a major inrease of the U10 feedbak,
while the derease of the SST standard deviation is linked to the inrease of the negative
NHFS feedbak and a redution of the U10 feedbak. Comparing the tropial Pai feedbak
representation of the GFDL-ESM2M model to the one of ERA-20C, both show a relatively
similar pattern for the U10 feedbak, while the NHFS feedbak is learly redued in the limate
model.
Along the 500 year ontrol run the model simulates large deadal ENSO amplitude u-
tuations: through the whole time series dierent epohs of ENSO amplitude stability and
variability are observed. Two main periods of high (High epoh) and low (Low epoh) ENSO
amplitudes are deteted, eah approximately 60 years long. The variability of the deadal
ENSO amplitude is higher when omparing it to the ERA-20C reanalysis produt. The High
epoh is haraterized by relatively large EP-like El Niño events and the Low epoh by weaker
CP-like events with an inrement of frequeny of ourrene. Although the GFDL-ESM2M
model is not able to simulate realisti ENSO spatial patterns, the highest variability is shifted
from the eastern region (EP-like events) to the entral-western Pai (CP-like events) from
High to Low epoh as aptured by the modied TNI index.
We have also deteted that the mentioned amplitude utuations are exited, when the
bakground mean equatorial SST gradient is inreased or dereased. In fat, the High epoh
bakground mean state is haraterized by a weaker Walker Cirulation intensity with weaker
onvetive and subsidene regimes: the zonal equatorial SST gradient is dereased by a warmer
(ooler) mean SST over the eastern (western) equatorial Pai, reduing the U10 over the
entral Pai and the thermoline tilt. In addition, CLT and PR are redued (inreased)
over the onvetive (subsidene) region. For the Low epoh, the mean state is reversed and
the Walker Cirulation is intensied. Moreover, the geographial pattern of the maximum and
minimum values are maintained along the whole ontrol run for all the variables, and hene,
the model doesn't represent any zonal shift of the Walker Cirulation.
In relation to the limate variability, the SST and zonal wind standard deviations show the
largest dierenes between both periods over the Niño3.4 region. The largest relative variability
dierene between the two epohs is attributed to the W500 and PR, both loated over the
Niño3 region.
ENSO statistis are greatly modied too. The High epoh Niño3.4 SSTA skewness is in-
reased to 0.48, while the Low epoh's ENSO asymmetry with 0.28 is loser to ERA-20C. Howe-
ver, the geographial loation of maximum skewness is unrealistially shifted to the entral-
south equatorial Pai. Moreover, the positive and negative SSTA's loation and strength
shown by the ENSO omposites varies from one epoh to another and between the old and
warm ENSO events. El Niño events have strong SSTAs entered at 120
◦
W during the High
epoh, representing the EP-like events shown by the modied TNI index, while La Niña's SSTA
signal is loated at the entral equatorial Pai. During the Low epoh the ENSO events' signal
is extended west up to 150
◦
E and redued on the eastern equatorial region, linked to the higher
frequeny of ourrene of CP-like events. Similarly, the geographial pattern of La Niñas is
shifted eastward, positioned at 120
◦
W. The phase loking of ENSO is strongly degenerated
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during the Low epoh, mostly due to a weaker seasonality of the U10 feedbak.
Our last attempt has been foused on understanding the possible auses for the strong
deadal ENSO amplitude hanges shown by the GFDL-ESM2M model. The linear U10 feed-
bak analysis shows a strong orrelation of 0.95 with the deadal ENSO amplitude evolution.
Nevertheless, we have shown that the Low epoh's Niño4 zonal wind anomalies remain sensi-
tive to Niño3.4 SSTAs. In addition, the strong negative SW feedbak loated over the Niño4
region represents the ability of the model to shift into a onvetive state when the warm El
Niño events our over the Niño3.4 area. Hene, the western equatorial Pai wind anomalies
are still aeted during the Low epoh to Niño3.4 SSTAs. Regarding the negative SSTAs, the
atmospheri feedbaks are greatly redued. The zonal wind and subsidene anomalies are in
fat insensitive to La Niña events.
Yet, during the Low epoh the mentioned negative feedbak is hampered east of 150
◦
W
for the El Niño omposites, in an area in whih the mean downward winds ontain the largest
values. Looking into the response of vertial wind anomalies to SSTA, we have found that
during the Low epoh the shift into a onvetion is hardly ahieved over the Niño3 area, when
the SSTAs are turned positive. Therefore, it is onluded that the too strong mean subsidene
state of the Low epoh restrits the onvetion proess over the Niño3.4 region and therefore,
the ENSO amplitude shows low values. In ontrast, a less intense Walker Cirulation and
subsidene state during the High epoh allows the upward wind response over the Niño3.4
domain under positive SSTAs, kiking the strong non-linear U10 feedbak and enhaning the
SST variability. Our ndings suggest that the mean state ould enhane (restrit) the ENSO
amplitude during the High (Low) epoh, when the non-linear feedbaks are onsidered.
Our hypothesis is in fat reinfored when studying the thermoline slope-ENSO amplitude
relation. Due to the strong east equatorial Pai old SST bias, the thermoline remains too
tilted, the easterlies are too strong over the western setion, and the entral-eastern region is
in a strong subsidene state. Although a steeper thermoline tilt ould enhane the oean-
atmospheri oupling and hene inrease the ENSO amplitude, if the mean tilt is exaggerated,
an inrease of the slope ats to redue the SST variability as demonstrated by Hu et al. (2013).
The GFDL-ESM2M model shows the mentioned pattern exatly: while the mean thermoline
slope is inreased, the deadal ENSO amplitude is linearly redued.
4.2 Disussion
Past ENSO events have already aused large eologial, soietal and eonomial impats world-
wide: for instane, the 1997-1998 El Niño event, also alled the limate event of the entury,
aused billions of dollars in damage and thousands of lost lives (Kerr , 1999; Mphaden, 1999).
Ever sine, possible ENSO intensity and frequeny hanges have gained relevant attention. As
stated in the studies that used proxy data, it is believed that ENSO variability has suered
large hanges throughout the Holoene (Tudhope et al., 2001; Koutavas et al., 2006; Cobb et al.,
2013; MGregor et al., 2013).
The GFDL-ESM2M oupled GCM has been evolved diretly from the previously analyzed
GFDL-CM2.1 model (Delworth et al., 2006; Wittenberg et al., 2006). Our ndings that the 500
year pre-industrial ontrol run exhibits large, unfored, multi-deadal ENSO variability agree
with previous studies (Wittenberg , 2009; Kug et al., 2010; Wittenberg , 2015).
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Although the ENSO spatial representation shows dissimilarities in omparison to realisti
EP and CP El Niño events, having the SSTAs shifted westwards, the model is still able to
represent epohs of higher EP-like or CP-like El Niño frequenies. The division of the ENSO
avors has been determined with the modied TNI index, whih might be polemial: although
some ENSO events are known to be loated learly on the eastern or western equatorial Pai,
the large diversity of ENSO inludes events that might our in between the two dened boxes
(Capotondi et al., 2015; Timmermann et al., 2018). Nevertheless, we proeeded with the same
analysis, dening dierent eastern and western regions for the TNI omputation, and the result
remains qualitatively insensitive. Furthermore, our ndings also agree with past studies (Kug
et al., 2010).
Besides the bias on the spatial variability of ENSO, we have seen that the studied model
presents other ENSO biases like an exessive amplitude, asymmetry and delayed phase loking,
whih have been onrmed by previous studies (Wittenberg et al., 2006; Takahashi and Dewitte,
2016; Atwood et al., 2017). The soure of the ENSO bias is believed to be, at least to some
extent, the unrealisti representation of the tropial mean state (Ham et al., 2013;Wengel et al.,
2017; Bayr et al., 2018). In our ase we have observed a old equatorial bias with a maximum
in the eastern setion, whih auses an inrease of the SST gradient and anomalous easterly
winds over the western equatorial Pai in omparison to the ERA-20C reanalysis produt.
The onsequene is a La Niña-like state, and an anomalous Walker Cirulation: the rising
branh is loated too far west and the anomalously strong subsidene extends up to 180
◦
,
with a maximum loated east of 150
◦
W. In addition, the anomalous loation of the Walker
Cirulation is responsible for the unrealisti atmospheri feedbaks (Bayr et al., 2018). The
main positive and negative feedbaks, the U10 and NHFS feedbaks respetively, are believed
to have a diret inuene on the unrealisti ENSO dynamis (Bayr et al., 2019). It might be
that the exessive ENSO variane simulated by the present limate model is aeted by the
too weak NHFS feedbak.
Nevertheless, omparing the GFDL-ESM2M with the rest of the CMIP5 ensemble, in whih
the mentioned biases are ommonly known, the ENSO representation and dynamis are gene-
rally improved (Kim and Jin, 2011; Bellenger et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2014; Capotondi et al.,
2015). Furthermore, adapting our methodology to the model biases, we an still gain un-
derstanding of the omplex oean-atmosphere interations, whih is diult to ahieve with
observations. For instane, Stevenson et al. (2010) argued that 240 years of observations are
required to measure the ENSO variability with 90% of ondene. Sine our observational data
sets are far shorter (Wittenberg , 2009), one ould question whether the large deadal ENSO
amplitude utuations shown by the GFDL-ESM2M along the 500 years run ould atually be
real or not. Hene, although our results might be a good guess for the deadal variability of
ENSO, a ombination of improvements in state-of-the-art oupled limate model biases as well
as the ontinuation of observational data reords is indispensable.
Returning to the lose relation that exists between the tropial Pai mean state and the
ENSO harateristis, the epohs of dierent ENSO amplitudes generate hanges in the mean
state as demonstrated by Ogata et al. (2013): the epoh of high ENSO amplitude warms the
eastern equatorial Pai and ools the western region. Agreeing with our ndings, the intensity
and geographial loation variability of the SSTAs, when El Niño and La Niña events our
during the High and Low epoh, leaves a residual that ould modify the tropial Pai mean
SST. For example, during the High epoh the strong EP-like El Niño events ould warm the
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eastern equatorial region, while the negative SSTAs related to La Niña events ool the western
region. In ontrast, during the Low epoh the western equatorial positive SSTA referred to as
CP-like El Niño events ould produe the warming of the western equatorial setion, while the
negative SSTA entered at 120
◦
W ools the eastern side. However, the dierenes in ENSO
asymmetry as well as in the ENSO frequeny of ourrene within the both studied epohs
ould aet the hypothesized warming and ooling of the mean state equatorial regions.
In return, the ENSO sensitivity to bakground mean state hanges has been widely explored
in the past by using intermediate omplexity models (Zebiak and Cane, 1987; Battisti and Hirst ,
1989; Dewitte, 2000; Wittenberg , 2002; Roberts et al., 2014). The inuene of the mean state
on the ENSO amplitude has been observed in the past years as well. The ENSO amplitude and
its geographial loation hanges have been related to the dierent bakground mean states
during the time period of 1970-2011 (Hu et al., 2013, 2017). As observed by Hu et al. (2013),
the thermoline slope inrease was aompanied by the intensiation of the mean easterly
winds and the stronger onvetion (subsidene) over the western (entral-eastern) equatorial
Pai. Their sensitivity experiments proved that an either too large or too small thermohine
tilt auses a redution in the ENSO amplitude. Therefore, the weakening of the tropial Pai
interannual variability sine the year 2000 was suggested to be aused by the intensiation
of the Walker Cirulation and a too strong easterly winds in a bakground mean state that
ontained a too tilted thermoline.
In our ase, beause the relation between the deadal mean thermoline tilt and the deadal
ENSO amplitude is stritly negative, we ould argue that the thermoline slope is too large
to produe larger ENSO amplitudes by an inrease of the mean easterly winds. In fat, the
oldest mean SST bias loated at the eastern equatorial Pai and a onstant La Niña-like
state suggest that the thermoline tilt must be anomalously large.
In the same line, Xiang et al. (2013) argued that strong subsidene over the entral Pai
prevents the eastward propagation of SSTAs, inreasing the ourrene of the weaker CP El
Niño events. This oinides with the desription of the Low epoh. From the analysis of the
GFDL-ESM2M pre-industrial output we ould speulate that the too strong subsidene state
over the Niño3 area prevents the seasonal southward migration of the ITCZ during the Low
epoh, reduing the SSTAs. This ould explain the redution of Niño3.4 SST variability during
the boreal winter and the redution of the onvetive response to positive SSTAs, dereasing
the deadal ENSO amplitude. In addition, the strong mean subsidene suggests a saturation
in the downward branh of the Walker Cirulation, leading to very weak La Niña related
atmospheri feedbaks (Lloyd et al., 2012). Nevertheless, we must be areful with the idealized
W500 response to loal SSTAs. In fat, the soure for the redution of the onvetive response
ould also be aeted by remote extratropial SST hanges as stated in Lloyd et al. (2012) and
it requires further examination.
Still, the auses for the mean state and the ENSO amplitude hanges remain ontrover-
sial. Ogata et al. (2013) proved that the warming of the eastern equatorial Pai aused by
intense ENSO ativity, as seen during the High epoh, sharpens the thermoline inreasing
the thermoline feedbak and forming a positive feedbak by supporting the growth of the
ENSO ativity. In ontrast, Atwood et al. (2017) showed that the less energeti Walker Ciru-
lation hampers the ENSO amplitude by stabilizing the oupled system, resulting in a negative
feedbak between the ENSO amplitude and the mean state atmospheri irulation intensity.
Nevertheless, in their stability analysis the non-linearities were totally exluded, whih we nd
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to be very relevant in the highly non-linear GFDL-ESM2M model. For example, the linear
feedbak analysis shows that the Low epoh's U10 feedbak is greatly redued. Nevertheless,
onsidering the non-linearities between the SSTA and the U10A we observe that the sensitivity
to positive Niño3.4 SSTA is not as small as shown by the linear analysis. Thus further model
experiments and sensitivity test are needed in order to larify the inuenes of the mean state
into the ENSO ativity and variability.
To end the disussion, we would like to swith our attention to the ERA-20C reanalysis
produt. Although the mentioned data set assimilates the stritly ltered observations and
reprodues realisti ENSO events, we have found a major error in one of the most relevant
atmospheri feedbaks. In fat, the SW feedbak, whih aording to Bellenger et al. (2014)
has a positive sign for negative SSTAs and a negative sign for positive SSTAs, behaves as
a negative feedbak regardless of the positive or negative SSTAs. The SW feedbak has been
ategorized as the main ENSO error soure within the oupled limate models, speulating that
the problem is formed in the atmospheri ompartment (Kim and Jin, 2011). It might be that
the SW feedbak error of ERA-20C has a soure in the atmospheri general irulation model
inorporated on its foreast system (see the Data setion for further information). However,
the reasons for unrealisti SW feedbak representation of the reanalysis produt are out of the
sope of the present study.
4.3 Conlusion
The pre-industrial ontrol simulation of the fully oupled GFDL-ESM2M limate model exhibits
overall realisti ENSO representation and dynamis when omparing to the CMIP5 ensemble.
Nevertheless, ommonly known model biases still persist: e.g. the equatorial mean state old
bias, whih is aentuated on the eastern setion and the unrealisti Walker Cirulation. The
rising branh is loated far too west and the anomalously strong subsidene regime extends
up to the date line, showing the maximum downward winds over the strongest old SST bias.
The ENSO biases express too large asymmetry, two months delayed phase loking with an
anomalous seond SST variability peak during boreal summer, and an unrealisti geographial
pattern with a westward extension of El Niño and La Niña events.
The unfored simulation is apable of simulating strong deadal ENSO amplitude utua-
tions that are linked to the bakground mean state. Two main periods of high and low ENSO
amplitudes are deteted. The High epoh represents a less intense Walker Cirulation with
the orresponding weakening of the subsidene regime over the Niño3 domain. The negative
SW feedbak during El Niño events in Niño3 suggests the strong onvetive response of the
atmospheri regime, when the SSTA are turned positive. The SST variability in onsiderably
inreased during boreal winter, and the strong non-linearities in atmospheri feedbaks are
kiked forming strong EP-like El Niño events. Therefore, the ENSO asymmetry is remarkably
inremented. The Low epoh, on the other hand, shows an intensive Walker Cirulation. The
stronger subsidene regime over the Niño3 region oinides with the redution of the negative
SW feedbak for the El Niño omposite, whih is due to the inapability of the model to turn
into a onvetive state, when the SSTA are turned positive. In addition, the Niño3.4 SST
variability and U10 feedbak are greatly redued during boreal winter. Therefore, evidene
that the seasonal southward migration of the ITCZ might be restrited by a strong subsidene
state is found, hampering the evolution of strong EP-like El Niño events. Nevertheless, the
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onvetive response is maintained over the western equatorial region as shown by the strong
negative SW feedbak. Hene, the derease of Niño3.4 SSTA is aompanied by the inrease of
CP-like El Niño events frequeny, by the redution of the non-linearities between both phases
of ENSO and by the redution of ENSO asymmetry.
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